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Two " Flour 98 lbs
One sack potatoes UK) lbs
WHAT YOU CAN 0 ET NOW IN 1921
for $'35 25
One sack lieet Suar 100 lbs
Two " Flour 98 lbs
One sack potatoes 100 lbs
21 cans assorted fruits and vegetables- - 9
glasses' jelly jam etc 9 bottles pickles etc- -2
lbs
pkg rolled oats2 lbs ricel lbtapioca--- 2
items and
miscellaneous
eoffee1 lb tea
HAVE MONEY LEFT
SANTA ROs A M ERC ANTTLE CM0M PA N Y
Santa Rosa, New Mexi Co.
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I Vaughn Oil Field No
Longer a Guess
For several years numerous
Geologists have been sent into
ttiis section to repot t and givt
their opinion as to the oil
and not one turned 1ht
field down, but on the other band
every one han repotted it as a
most favorable piospect, some
have eeiv quite inthusiastio 16
thcirreports and nearly every lot)i
posst-lulitie-

Three hobo prisoners and two
federal charges at countA jail had
sober a rough bouse Wednesday night
j

" We believe

that the

and scientists have
result from the
known,
always
indiscriminate use of alcohol. It
in the
ih extraordinary how even
an physicians

after supper. They decided thfy
did not like the food given them
and threw the dishes on the floor.
Parts of them were thrown against
the win. lows breakimj out Several
lights. The iloor was littered with
trash. They tried to tear up their
beds making a noise like they
weir breaking out of jail, but this
morning they were sale in their

which might have been
cells.
expected to rebel with violence
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rit. nun all
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of
against prohibition, the mass
the
the population bave accepted
saloons
new conditions. Open
from
vanished
have practically
PhiladelNew
York,
Cities like
phia, Chicago and St. Louis. The
alcoholic wards of the city hospitals show a gnat reduction in
both emergency cases and chronic
patients suffering from alcoholism
and its attending diseases. In the
isecnt Itarnfi.c bol spell in New
Yoik" City the heat prostrations

almost nil, whereas in the dflv ol
the corner saloon the hospitals
k
gniug day and
kept the
night for .patients overcome' by
the heat on the street."

For their dii ry work they are to
feast upon bread and water for
three days. At the end of that time
it is thought they will not expect
cake and pie as part of jail food,
and will be content with rice, milk
bread, butter, etc., to which they

objected.
(Tucumcari News.)

Matt Fowler, Socorro Prominent Attor
ney

is Killed While

ice-pac-

Hunting

'The Outlook."

SAsjTA FK, N. M. Qct. 28
nformation was received at the
Captlol this afternoon to the eff.
A father in the East has disiect that Matt Fowler died today
nherited his own daughter be- in Socorro, from the effects of an
cause fhe bobbed her hair. Cut olf accidental shot received while
without a cent,
hunting. No particulars were received.
for many years
Mr. Fowler,
There are two kinds of men:
with
Vall'cott of
Frank
associated
Those whom you can trust, and Silver
who located in
and
City,
those who agree with everyihing
Socrroo about lwo years ago, was
you say.
one of the most able lawyers jf
"
He
New Mexico.
southwestern
While we were savin- - daylight ;
what a
by setting up the clock,
to the recent Republican
heat gates
save
to
think
pity we did not
Suite Convention as the man who
by setting back tha thermometer. placed Senator Bursum iu
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ACQUIANTANCE AND
A RESERVE OF CASH. ON DEPOSIT.
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BANK'S AID tN FORTIFYING YOUR
ENTERPRISE, STRENGTHNING YOUR
OUTPOSTS, OR IN PLANNING AND
GN FOR NEW
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oi puichase will repay yotj in making
a LONG DISTANCE. ,lV
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Misuse of School
House
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Halloween Party
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ordered an assortment of these excellent
are now at
warmth giving frarments--the- y
hand and we are able to offer you except
ion! vali.Ps in MEN'S and YOUTH'S
LEATHER and SHEEP LINED coat and
vests.

The Quality
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I'age' Four

TheWiseYoungMan As

ARE YOU THIS WISE YOUtiG MAN?
If not, start liylit, todi'y with it
small ainonnt, and conti one 1o
deposit your savings in our baiik
of
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looks into tli future; lie dejinsits
his savings in the bank for iiwe
when "rainy days" come.
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"Courtesy a ntl Service,.
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VIGEROliS CAMPAI-

rSlFIlWT NATIONAL BANK, Santa Rosa.

i"

has said it is one of, if not the WEEKLY INDUSTRIAL
OlSt: BROS, COMPAN1
largest, undeveloped Oil field tin"
H A NT.V UOS.l. N. M ICX.
the U. S. today.
REVIEW
.
Below is given a short excerpt
from the report of one prominent
geo'ogist, and is mild to what
Mountainair-6- 6
earn of Pinto
-some others have said of the beans
shipped from here to eastfield:
J ern markets.
CCAL"(T)ERSONAL
''It in of my opinion that this Roswell. Cotton
gin nearly
ITEMS.
field should prove one of the lurg,
UAND.1
.
,
The Cuervo Community
huf
est oil fields in the Southern
Suinner-Cur- mg
Ami
Fort
Ails
Of
'Local
fhA.CiolUliA
Slory
recently been Riven an object les
plant of
U.' S. , . . The geological conJi-lion-s,
l'ernonivl tlapieuiojs la Anil
sun in the viU attached to the in," Around Cuervo.
the immense drainage area, the Sweet Potato Growess' Assn.
discriminate use of public school
the size of the oil producing sand nearly completed,
Pe-El
btnldiug for sixiial dances, Three
Paso Cattle Loan
the evidence of oil in these sands, , Sauta
K . Bamacher was in town dances wii hin the ' spac
of one
Co.
the
increase capital from S400,-00(the shallow depth at which
'
a
as
week
istand
vivid
Saturday.
illuslratioii
to
$900,000.
first sand should be productive,
of what it means. Several citizens
New Mexico cotton crop will
Miss Una Thomas was a pleastogether with all the facts iu evL
who accompanied their wives to
deuce in the field, I can heartily yield
growers
apioxnualely ant caller at this office Saturday.
the
school house Sunday morning
reccommend this as a very promis 1300,000.
the first dance ot tha
billowing
is
.
.
.It my opinion ;that A! buquerq
E. V, Harrison was ju Cuervo
ing field.
Mexico'
for the holding
to
'
arrange
series,
in
oil existH here
'
,
large quantitien, first fish hatchery
Tuesday,
completed
of
servn
at
ts therein, audi
religeous
under high pressure ami if proper- cost of Jl35,COO.
thu stairs :
to
asseud
who
A. C. Ping aud wite visited Mr.
happened
ly drilled should be a very produce
Columbus-- . Redlands-Nein
Mex-ic- o
advanca
room
to
the
nd Mrs; 'j.'.K. HaiAiciier
assembly
f
'live field."
Sunday.
0"l Co. to drill deep test east
of the ladies who had paused to
On top of these reports we have of here,
Rev, I. D. Ferguson is in clear
up the .lower rooms where;
it from reliable authority
that
TucumcHTi
tin. week visiting bis the feast was evidently belt), C
Houdale..'276.0no cans tomatoes
f
son Ben Ferguson and family.
paying oil sands were encountered is cannery
would not permit the ladies to
pack for season.
ai b'00 feet iu the Durau well
and
follow them tip untill they ' had
Silver City.-Or- o
shipments,
Mrs. A Keeier was A pleaspat
in the Buchanan well, and again
from deride flat
first removed the rntirft disgusting
averig one car caller at this office yeslernay.
by actual laboratory testH of santj
...
'.
the previous night's
evt'denceg
per day.
from a water well at depth of 480
Jobii Jones was in town Tues- - celebration, and had,Rwept up t)m
Dexter- - New
school
feet paying siud was enfcountered,
stack, of cigarette stubs and' burnt)
V,
building
completed.
111 fact some
sand
of this
was
matches wilb which the . ttsseiublf'
Silver City-Leetet well brtaken from this well by the Editor
room and halls were strewn. TU4
ol the News and btought
to .the ing drilled in Arenas valley 6
I
odor .was nanueHtujg, Think of it(.
itatjea east ol ,her..
The tocnvwlncbi our public spirit
big percentage of oil.
cofpofltffirT
tin .Monday evenin
t
as flow at
Several compauis have offered strikes 12. 000,
of ,
Miss
hatue A.dams entertained and beam ilyjwi"lhout thought
to drill wells if CHitniu almost im- yOO feet in test well here.
which
than
lewaid
other
that
her little friends with a Hallowol a much-netdi- d
1 ucuiucari--Nopossible .conditions were agreed
depot planned. e'en party. Those
present were,
to mostly that they want all the
LasCruces--Volcan- o
Mines Co. little Miss
with it, put
good
carries
Salhe llu.lgiiiH, 1). general
land within the bounds of the incorporates lor $2,000,000.
Hiu.h desecrating uses IT he as
to
Waddell, Amanda Dotson' Louifield with n guarantee by them
ruom where our children
Mimnsr and se Wiest,
Red River-'CinbF'annii:
Robertson, seinbly
that they will drill when they get
new
mill
exercises,
Co.
Myri le Brown, Masters
Milling
Clarence gather lor general
operating
hold
ami where two
good and ready. The days of one successfully. Mas 25 tons daily Ping. Jimmie
cbissi1;
Compton,
Jack
man or company bogging up en
ilia
school
their
sessions,
regular
Fester, George Gibbons, Clevie
capacity.
tire localities is past, there is
ot
reveletut
drunken
playroom
American Coal Hrasheiirs, Fieddie lliggins.
Gallup-Gallenough here for fifty or a hundred
foot shaft at No.
800
Co.
Many were the
Sinking
interesting The i vamplcthus set our cbiblien
and the one offering the beat inGOO men.
games played by llie lillle lots of unrestricted misuse and abuse
ducements will no doubt get thu 5 mine employing
after which they leasud on cake, of public property is not li e least
best of the giouud Actual drilling
candy, apples, and other good attending evil. Such condition are
eatables. Then they bade Mmn repoi led Immd cast mid picvenfc
Kattie good bye and clambered desirable citnUHH from moving;
to their domes,
and are
and to bid to here w I'll their IsiniliiS,
dream of the Jackolauton-- .
there lor a serious obnaclu to natural grnlli, and affccl. properly
SHEEP LINED COATS AT $12.50
FOR SALF FENCK l'OSTS. values maiei iuMy.
It lias become a public shdinO
Sh . L. Foster at the Rock
but how
Winter weather is at hand! Pr-r-r- -r
UIV
and
diMg'ace, intoler thle to
Island
hotel.
Kg) the cold wind penetrates. .lust think how
decent cil izeli. School
comfortable a nice SHEEP LINED or
ill
tiwns and vilCLIFFER ADS Bring yo houses
why in
lages ate not so ahui d
jPj LEATHER LINED COAT would feel!
business, fry one ami SEEI
tha
Cuetvo? At whose door
'eft
v
thu
llie
on
What
is
iHWt
Get the Clipper and Kana. blann
WE II AVE TH F.S E COATS FOR YOU
?
Ml) j, cl
'ih
City Star for
We tind liinli l Article 3, See
In anticipation of the cold days to come we
Mexico Sclnml bivs
t ii.ii I ol N'--

C

In your campaign for new business, you are
invited to make full use if our facilities and
the complete financial service we have to
off'-.i-

iio:,.

"Keiiicmber the dale ol the Chautan.ua,'wbich will
Rosa on the lGth, 78th, and 19th of July." ?

Come NOW while they last and while we
have a full assortment, thus assuring your"
self of a good fit.
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infacts show a very remarkable
dication on the part of the people
at large to respect law and it re
markable improvement in the con
ditions of etime and disease which

and provitijjxd; the field will proh
ably r.ts'i upon a home.' .company,
who Hem the-firatop ol the
drill will mwi' bftstiies and at the
litsf toucU rif oil sands will tell it
to llie' world
then tlie land hog,
speculator and knocker will scramble for what is left and will pay
dear, for every fool of land .They
"V
recelxe. , .
(Vaughn News )
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PRISONERS PLAY ROUGH
HOUSE AND BREAK

The "Outlook" On

Prohibition

Jit

l. Ii ; rr' luriulalion
r 'In- - U.S. from iwaH

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New, Mexko; .Friday, November 4, 192.
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WHAT YOU GOT IN 1920 for $35.25
One sack NX) lbs Beet Sugar
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

NEW SAFETY GATE FOR RAILROAD
CROSSINGS DECLARED FOOL PROOF

Law and Order Is Shield of Business
and Is Its Only Security

J

J

1

'My beau he it particular.
About the way I'm dressed.
So Maggie ues Faultiest Starch,
So I can look my belt'

By H. M. DAL'GHERTY, U. S. Attorney General,
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Officials of the Chicago elevated railway lines have tt'Slt'd it new satcty
Hgiilimt the cureless
gale fur railroad crossings which I snld to he
automobile driver who now and then drives through the
wooden
Kate and wakes up with a harp. The new Kate will not allow an automobile
to pans. If a cur runs Into It the gale. gives sevend feet and then bounces
the car back like a rubber ball.
"foul-proof-

CLEANING

NO TROUBLE TO

GAR

KEEP CAR QUIET

NOW FINE ART
Oil

Using

Because of 100 years of practically uncontrolled
freedom of conduct, large corporations and aggregations of persons and capital have resented the interference of laws regulating them in the interest of the

I

Modern

Methods

Owner

May Keep His Machine Looking New all the Time.

Can and Wrench Will Banish
the Squeaks.

Necessary to See That All Parte Are
Creased Regularly and That All
Nuta Are Properly Tight-

people as a whole. This has been a mistaken attitude.
Law and order is the shield of business and its only
security. The attitude of contempt for law, resulting
in an effort to evade and violate it, is suicidal to business, for it removes its only support. Business should
see that its security lies in obedience to law; that the
whole doctrine of private property depends upon law;
llitit law Holiition is contusions, and therefore that all other classes of
society can adopt tow ard property and the persons who own it the same
methods and (he same attitude.
Unscrupulous business methods in violation of law, an attitude that
the power of wealth lifts its owners above the law so that thev can
defy
t with impunity, arouse a spirit of resentment in society. A prejudice
s created not
only against immediate acts of law violation, but also nfiainst
its very existence and lawful operations.
1 he attitude at times of big business, that it is above the law, has also
stimulated the spirit in the public that lawlessness must be met by law.

lessness; that one unlawful act by an element of society must be challenged and met by another unlawful act. This, of course, breeds a grow
ing disrespect for law. These acts of lawlessness are contagious, so that
the law violator all along the line thinks that he is
only following tli3
example set for him by those agencies of business that were strong enough
and well enough intrenched to violate the law with
impunity. The hold-u- p
man is the counterpart of the profiteer. The lawlessness of labor is the
counterpart of the lawlessness of capital. The lawless employee is always
an apt pupil of a lawless employer.

ened.

WASHING

NOT

CASUAL

JOB

"Above All the Political Chaos in
Germany the American Flag "

There la no excuse for a noisy automobile. Only carelessness and lack
Larne 6pong Sopped Against Surface of attention can account for squeaks
In any car. The automobile that passSe That Water Trlcklea Down la
es you, carrying Its own band Is a reBeit Way Uee Chamoii for
flection on the owner and be may be
Polishing.
set down as thoughtless. "SomeThe Inst two or three years have times it la hard to find a squeak, but
brought a very remarkable develop- that does not mean that It Is hard to
ment In American body building. The find the big ones," sayi a prominent
mechanism of the modern motor car dealer. "The one and only enemy of
baa reached an approximate degree the aqueak la the oil con and the single enemy of the rattle Is the wrench.
of perfection, leaving the manufacturers free to devote more time to In- Keep the car tightened up and the
creasing the attractiveness of the parts greased sufficiently and your car
vehicle.
The present day American will run as silently and smoothly afcar as it leaves the factory Is really ter a year's use as the day you bought
a thing of beauty with the highly It.
"It Is not necessary to be everlastpolished surfaces and shiny metal.
Naturally this lias Induced the owner ingly at It Hut it Is necessary to see
to take more pride In keeping up the that all parts are greased regularly.
appearance of the gasoline, steed. The If you have a driver see that he takes
result Is that clean lug methods and care of the car properly, that lie goes
equipment have greatly advanced over over It carefully all the time and
greases and oils It when be should.
those of a few years bark.
If you drive and care for your own
Easy ta Ktap Claan.
car, you must grease It mid oil It regThe present tiny owner using modularly. Take the oiling chart and
ern methods may keep his car looking make It a rule to do
your work at
to
will
be have
new all the time, nor
Intervals.
stated
ilend more than a few moments a day
"Keep the car lubricated. It will
to accomplish tbla end. For Instance,
you In added car life, minimum
there are now on the market a num- repay
mecbnnlcul trouble, and greater satiswhich
wax
anil
of
ber
polishes
liquid
faction all round."
will give admirable results If they are
nsed ns directed.
In the use of wag polishes the first NEWLY INVENTED MUD GUARD
alep Is to clean (be body of the car
thoroughly. The polish Is applied to Acta as Shield to Prevent Throwing
the surface with a piece of cheese
of Mud Agalnet Radiator by
cloth and then another clean cloth Is
the Wheels.
used to distribute the wai evenly all
over the surface.
Car owners comThe object of this new invention Is
monly make the mistake of thinking to prevent the throwing of mud against
that ttie more wax applied the lietter. the radiator by the wheels. A further
As a matter of fact a very thin film Is
all that Is needed.
Washing the car Is not the casual
Job some owners a'cein to Imagine. Ti
begin with, the car should be washed
Immediately after It has been dirty. If
mud Is allowed to remain on the varnished surface more than a day It Is
difficult to eradicate It. Kor the washing plain water should be used, neither
too hot nor to cold, nhout W) degrees
Fahrenheit being the proper temperature. 'A large sponge soaked In clear
water and then sopped against the
Diagram Showing Guard in Use.
face so that the water trickles down
Is besf. Never turn a stream of water object is to provide a mud guard se
nt high pressure on the body.
cured to the ordinary guards of the
car nnd extending across the front of
Use Chamoii for Drying.
In drying the body a clean chamois the cur nt the lower portion of the
skin should lie used, rubbing being done radiator. Scientific American.
In straight lines.
If spots of tar or
road oil nre found on the body it Is
best to treat them with salt butter or
kerosene. The butter softens the deposit so tlmt It may be wiped of easily.
Kerosene should be applied locally and
wljied otT w ithin n minute.
When following another car closely
To keep puce with the Improved ap- ou crowded roads be ready to turn out
It
Is necessary to one side or the other when
pearance of the body
using
to give some attention to the top nnd the brakes.
e e
the upholstory. A weekly brushing of
the top, Inside nnd out, will aid maThe I'nlted States government colterially In its life. Fabric tops shonld lected $148,720,800 from automobile
he
keronever
denned with gasoline,
owners last year, through the maun
sene, or other oils, as they tend to de- facturer's tux.
e e
stroy the rubber In the top. Castile
aoap and water applied with n stiff
Charles J. Swain claims to have
brush Is the best cleansing medium for owned the first automobile In Fhlla
the lop.
dclphla, In 1H!$, and since that time
he has owned !l different cars,
e e
RUBBER
HOW TO PRESERVE
The ltoyal Punish Automobile club
Saturated Solution of Turpentine In In Copenhagen, was founded In 11K11
1'rlnce Axel Is president of the enjb
Alcohol Mskes an Effective and
which has a membership of 1,000,
Simple Dressing.

By MRS. BORDEN HARRIMAN, in New York

Herald.

Above all the political chaos in Germany the American flag floats
above Coblenz, on the ruedia-va- i
fortress of Ehrenbreitstein. As it stands
out against the blue sky over those massed cliff-lik- e
walls it gives a most
wonderful impression of youth and power "with malice toward none,
with charity to all, with firmness in the right as God gives us to see the

right"
Verily the world does move. Under that New World emblem flying
above the ancient Old World symbol of grim fear and force and hatred
there is being enacted what may go down in history as an
g
drama the American occupation.
Here in the busy little town of Coblenz the streets are full of stalwart,
epoch-makin-

ruddy-face- d
American bovs 13,000 there are in the area. And because
of the kindness and consideration V these soldier boys to the native chil
dren the parents have become tolerant and even friendly to the Americans.
This army and the spirit of its administration form the keystone that
is holding the whole fabric of the occupation
together by trying to prove
nisi lueuusiu anu auruism are, aiier aii, me most practical tilings in the
world as applied to human affairs.

Comparatively Few Families Have Lost
Their Only Breadwinners
By J.

J.

DAVIS, U.

S.

Secretary of Labor.

The statement has been constantly made in the news and in the
columns of the newspapers that the Department of Labor has
5,735,000 men as being out of work. The Department of Labor
has reported no such thing. It did nport that, according to the best esti
mate that could be made, there ate 5,735,000 fewer men, women and chil
dren on ths payrolls than there were in March, 10'v'O. There was a differ
ence with distinction. It was very different from saying there were 5,735,
000 men unemployed.
Nothing is to be gained by sticking our heads in the sand and ignor
ing the gravity of the present unemployment situation. Neither do we
profit by distorting the facts and exaggerating the figures estimated. Here
is one salient fact to be kept in mind probably not morre than a third of
these 5,735,000 are the principal breadwinners of the family.
Taking all the families of the I'nited States, there are, on the average.,
over two breadwinners to every family. While unemployment today is a
grave matter, there are nevertheless ahout 10,000,000 or 12,000,000 of our
people at work. And comparatively few families have had the only breadwinners put out .of a job.

AVTOrtOIMLK

A saturated
solution of turpentine
in alcohol makes an effective preservative for rubber. The point of saturation la reached when a drop of undissolved turpentine remains suspended In the alcohol and a little more of
the (spirit should be added to dissolve
the tur'nt,ne- Rubber articles should
b painted with this solution
-

School Teachers the Most Persistent
Borrowers in the Sucker State
By A. P. SNITE,

Motor buses are used by 12,0tK
schools In the United States. The
vehicles are operated In 1(1 states, and
transport more thnn 200,000 pupils.
When a motor car, after being
cranked, runs for a minute or two, and
then stops, the first place to look for
the cause of the trouble li the gasoline
feed line.

111.

Industrial Licensed Lenders' Ass'n.

School teachers are the most persistent borrowers in Illinois.
mv
ladies, traveling salesmen, machinists, switchmen, stenographers and nurses
are next on the list after school teachers. The undertaking business must
be pretty good, however, as of 70,000 loans made last year in the
state,
only one was to an undertaker.
We have loaned money to buy pigs with, to keep
away the sheriff, to
buy cows, elastic stockings, saw mills and automobiles. Others borrow
at 3 per cent to hold grain for better market prices, and some send money
to huropo.
One loan was made to a wax figure repair man, others to an
optician.
a soloist and a tentmaker. Many times the explanation by the
prospective
borrower is simple, "tunernl expenses. Baby died."
Coal, winter clothes, stove.?, bedding and such necessities of life are
responsible for most of the negotiations.
Following these come illness,
,
.i t. .1
W
.!..r
.lrt.t.o' nun
nr,l ,lof,ilo
uoc.v eci eu uusioriuiie.
umo mm
vKtivMB
mmi.n l.Jlla
.uosi oi it arises
fiw. the need of borrowing from Peter to pay Paul. Others want to take
advantage of bargains. A neighbor is leaving the city and has a phono
graph tor sale.
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Health andweaim

and has brought contentment and happiness to thou
""
sands OI nome srFKers aim uicii
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homea and secured prosperity and independence.
sections of the prairie
In the great
had on easy terma
provinces there is still to be

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre
land similar to that which through many yeara
of wheat
has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
while
cattle,
aheep
bones,
abundance,
railing
Hundreds of farm-er- a
aod boas is equally profitable.

in Western Canada have raised crops in a single
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
otter
shipping facilities. The climate and soil
for almost every branch of
inducement
agriculture, i ne aavamages ior

Dairying, Mixed Farming
and Stock Raising

make a tremendous appeal to industrious settlers wishing to improve their circumstances.
In Mtnltoba, feaikatcnewsn. Alberts
opportunities
.... -- ,tl.4 Milam.
. .
u., write

Sir

.rf ian.

lV

W. V. BENNETT

3sw

M Boom 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
Authsriss Atsirt, Best. t)l Immlmtlew
Csnads
Ml

MAKING

SPACE

Colon Mutton, Dominion

KITCHEN

IN

I

Hi

PUT MUCH FAITH

IN

ACORN

England It la Looked Upon' ai
Protector Against Lightning, and
as Love Charm.

Ingenious

In

Ia these days when rents are so
high people are commonly obliged to
economize spuce ns much as possible,
the fiinilly kitchen may be no more
thun a closet Ingeniously titted with a
and
gas range
other essentials.
Couches convertible into beds und
r
clever contrlvunces useful for more
than one purpose are at a premium.
The newest Invention in this Hue, patented by a resident of South Chicago is an arrangement
whereby
chulrs, when not in use, may be fold
ed and stowed beneath a table. Each
chair, attached by a bracket to the
Inner side of a table may be slid
out on a rod to a comfortable sitting
dlstunce, a slot In the rod enabling this
to be done, whereupon a thumbscrew
makes It fast. When It Is desired to
get the chair out of the way, Its back
is folded down, the screw is loosened
and the chair, after being slid inward
along the slot, Is turned bodily over,
the rod being pivoted at the bracket.
This accomplished (It tukes Jwt a moment), the chulr rests on lis feet beneath the table facing the opposite
way. A reversal of the process brings
the chair Into view aguin. Philadelphia
Ledger.

From liniidicnl times the acorn has
been held to be a sure protectior
against lightning, ns the tops of man)
the end of cornice poles,
flagstuffs,
umbrella tassels and blindcords stll!
attest. Even to this duy, In Engllsb
rural districts, when a thunderstorm
and others
threatens,
will hie them to the nearest oak tree,
gather an acorn nnd carry It about
with them till the sky cleurs. In manj
parts of Great Britain a girl Jilted bj
her lover will seek by the light of tin
moon for a dried acorn beneath at
oak tree. This she will burn at mid
night In a candle flame, reciting mean
while the following doggerel : " 'Tls nol
this acorn I would burn, but my trm
love's heart thut I would turn. Maj
he no Joy nor profit see, till he comet
back again to me." Welsh peasant!
hold that to plant an acorn bring!
lifelong good luck ; a simple way, oik
would Imagine, to insure one'g futurt
success. The resultant sapling, how
ever, must on no account be trans
planted. If this Is done, most terriblt
things are bound to happen.

Arrangement of Requisite
Furnishings Ooea Away With
Neceaaity for Large Room.

th-e-

furm-lnbore-

Hard Working Millionaire.
Some people think that when a mac
has made a fortune he "tnkes It easy."
Polite to Dog.
Listen to Lord Leverhulme:
Little Jacky Look, mother! That
"For eighteen months now I hav
bulldog looks like Aunt Emily.
been getting up at hulf-pnfour it
Mother
Don't say the morning, nnd have been at worl
Hush, child
such things.
t
nt
five after some light gym
Little Jaeky Well, mamma, the dog nastlt'S. It Is unavoidable at the prescan't hear It. Boston Globe.
ent moment In my case, and I hnvt
got to do It. If you ask me whethei
A positive
assertion may silence I like it, I am not certain thut I do,
argument even If It doesn't convince.
but I have got to do It."
!

half-pas-

Why should you follow

a

crooked path ?

Often a cowpath has been allowed to become

a village street, and as the village expanded,
tradition has made the winding way an expression of

a cow's will.

Habit is always forging chains to enslave us,
bo that what has been found bearable by the
fathers is accepted by the sons.
Who cannot recall the coffee-pMother put
on the stove early in the morning, warning us
not to let it boil over?
As children, we were not permitted to drink
tea or coffee, because it would stunt our growth
or make us nervous and irritable. When older,
however, we craved a hot drink with meals, and
custom gave us our tea or coffee.
Finally upon the instructions of the doctor,
Mother gave up her tea and coffee. But that
meant nothing in our young lives. Our vitality
was then strong enough to throw off any ill effects.
But our time came, and we learned by experience that we could not drink tea or coffee.
When we had it for breakfast it put our nerves
on edge. When we drank it at the evening meal,
we tossed about in wakefulness most of the night
And then we found Postum, a pure cereal
beverage, free from the harmful drug, caffeine, in
tea and coffee. We liked the rich, satisfying flavor
of Postum and also the better health which resulted. And, too, we were surprised to find how
many of our neighbors had made the same discoveryhad learned the value of "health first."
ot

Postum comes in two forma: Instant Postum (in tins)
Instantly in ths cap by ths addition of boiling wstar.
Postum Cereal (in
of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
mads by boiling for 20 minute. Sold by all grocers.
mad

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
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Kitchen i

DARLING BABY

i Cabinet

BRIGHTENS HOME
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ky

Ray

1U21, Wtilun Newipaper Union.
Nothing resting In Its own complete
ness
Can have worth or beauty; but alone.
Because it leads and tends to further
sweetness.
Fuller, higher, deeper than Us own.

Copyright.

Walters
Toiler!

Some papers,

and turn on that fan."

plcas-o- ,

"Ynss'ni."
"Ciet ma a paper, yes, and a t mot a hie."
"Yass'r, jus' a minute, suh."
"Oil, Lord, I can't tell ; Jot's see :
t
Yaeuuni bottle, both palm bcadies. 'Ago of Innocence.
kodak.
Three decks, my little organdy,
mashie.
Even your old back-spi- n
Can't toll what I've forgotten till we've started.
if they don't treat Bourbon right
Never ran
Dear old pup! He knew we were going, didn't he?"
these awful stateroom!"
"Oh
i

Children's Laughter a Pleasing Sound

Dawn Is fair. because her mists fade
slowly
Into day which floods the world with
light;
Twilight's mystery la so sweet and
holy
Just because It emls In starry nlKht.
Adelaide Procter.

Altoona. Pa.

!

A-w-l-l

'board

!"

Viagh! Tighten up yer felloes and fergit yer fawfaraw,
Or yer wheels will chunk with wedges fore ye hit the Arkansaw,
Call ycr wagons Coneslogas, Pittsburghs, Dearborns, if ye like,
But they'll all be thunderin' nameless past the Independence pike;
Cut new axle-trestretch ycr canvas tilts above,
Pick yer man ye want elected capitan at Council Grove;
slretchin' out o' here today,
Ev'ry coon's his wagon-mastPut the capitan is some from Council drove to Santa Ve;
Fill up on Missouri punkins while there's punkins here to eat,
e
Fer ycr teeth can fetch up
when yer out among the meat,
And it's ten of coffee, fifty flour, that ev'ry nigger's takin,
And it's twenty pounds of sugar and it's fifty more of bacon.
And calico and lead and drillin' that he's carlin through,
Vfith beaver peltries bringin' upward six dollars a plew;
Catch up! All's set! Stretch out! An' hep the cavayard away.
Eight hundred miles is layin on the road to Santa Fe.
salt-sor-

!

ts

IS?

half-froz-

We must deal gently with the
peculiar Ulcus und foibles of the sick
earth, for this baby ia now
as they ore out
four months
old, and a
of balance men
healthier baby you wbuld not
tally ns well as
am
want
I
sending you a
p h y s l e iii ly. It
of her. Everybody
picture
takes real diplosayi That it a very healthy
macy and genius
looking baby.' You have my
consent to ihow these few
to persuade a
lines
to anybody." M re.
child and often
C. W. Benz, 131 3rd Avenue,
an adult to tuke
Altoona, 1'a.
medicine und food In time of Illness,
there are many devices which will
Mrs. Janssm's experience of Interest to clilldlesH wives.
occur to the mother and muse to keep
Millston, Wis. " I want to give you a word of .praise for your wonderful
a child ontortulned. I.lttlo snrnrlses
medicine. We are fond of children, and for a considerable time after we
1
concealed somewhere on the tray for
were married I feared I would not have any.
began taking Lydia E. Pink- ham's Vegetable Compound, and it strengthened me no I now have a nice.
good child who eats, tire an Induce
stroncr, healthy baby girl. I suffered very little at childbirth, and 1 give all
nient a transfer picture on the hot
M mm
the credit to your medicine, and shall aliwaya recommend itnigniy.
torn of a glass which can only be seen
Wis,
H.
H.
MillBton,
JANSSEN,
when thVglass has been emptied of its
contents. Kach child's own tastes and
testimonial for Lydia E.
Mrs. Held of Marinette, Wis., adds
Individuality will give the nurse Ideas
Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound. Slie says t
to use in dealing with" him.
Marinette, Wis." I was in a nervous condition and very irregular. My
.. in
ri'
ioitxij win
often bo refused pre
doctor advised an operation. My husband brought me one of your booklets
and asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Tt overcame
pared in the ordinary way, hut when
cut in fancy shapes with all sorts o
my weakness so that I now have a healthy baby girl after having been married nine years. 1 am glad to recommend your medicine, and you may use my
designs, even grownups will out with
letter as a testimonial." Mrs. H. B. Held, 330 Jefferson St, Marinette.Wis.
greater relish.
There are many, many such hornet that were once childless, and are, now
A nice way to keep food hot Is
blessed with healthy, happy children because Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
cover a tray with n tent ninde
Compound has restored the mother to a strong and healthy condition, as it
heavy pnper; even sinnll tents over sur
acts as a natural restorative for ailments as indicated by backache, irregumise dishes will help in keeping Inter
larities, displacements, weakness and nervousness.
est In food, at the same time keeping
Women everywhere should remember that most "of the commoner ailments
It hot.
of women are not the surgical ones-th- ey
are not cauBed by serious displaceAll foods to ho served to un Invalid
ments or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E. Pinkham's
supposed to lie lint should arrive
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative. It can be taken
the time of serving hot. The same Is
with perfect safety and often prevents serious troubles.
true of eold foods.
Therefore if you know of any woman who is sulTerinR and has been unable
If the grate or stove must he replen
to secure relief and is regretfully looking forward to a childless old age, ask
ished with coal, drop it in in a pnpe
her to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as it has brought health
bag or wrapped in a newspaper so that
and happiness into so many homes once darkened by illness and despair.
It may be placed noiselessly and with
upon "Ailments
out dust
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo- k
Peculiar to Women " will be sent to you free upon request. Write
Chicken Quenelles.
Take the breast
of n fowl, udd a pint of white sain
toThe Lydia E. Plnkliam Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
and a tnblespoonfiil of butter. Pound
This book contains valuable information.
the meat until line, puss through
f
sieve, mix with an egg. Add
cupful of cream and stir well, form
into balls In a tablespoon, place In a
paper und cook In a hot
oven five minutes. Serve with toast.
All foods should be served either hot
or cold, no hike wunu things (which
should be piping hot) Should be countenanced. Hot food may he kept so
Take a good dose of Carter's little Liver Pills
over hot water and carefully wrapped.
6 ior
iew nignis auer.
tnen taKe z
All food should be ordered by the
You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
physician In charge, as serious results
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
often occur when experiments are tried
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They tnJ tht mfieiy of Comlipatlon.
by Incompetent cooks.
Clmntne b

Pisordered Stomach

gut-sho-

yoke-iron-

"So this is Santa Fe !
Look at this skirt, my dear; look at it!
Wonder what makes a train seem to slip backward
When it stops?"
"That brushing did you a lot of good, I'll say.
See all the flivvers
The porter says some of the cowboys are coming back
Now that the movies are closing down."
Slick up yer possibles, and wash and comb yer hair.
And put a cracker on yer lash and snap it through the air;
Yo' hear the stallions squealin' cause they know they're gellin' through,
And the oxen sniffin' water spoutin' at the rendezvous.
and sing out a good hurrah,
Tie up yer trap-sac- k
Ilep-a- !
Fer it's down the Alameda to the Plaza Publica!
There she is
yonder dreamin' lazy in the sun;
And we'll have a grand fandango when the custom house is done;
And the flirtin' senoritas will be welcomin' the chance
Fer a sly buss in the prairie and a partner in the dance,
And we'll count coups together and be tellin' them the way
How we put a million under just io get to Santa Fe.
Hep-a- !

Los Carrot!
Los Americanos!

La entrada de la caravana!
Bravo!
Text from New York Herald.

At Litang, about a hundred miles
to the east of Batang, in Tibet, where
there Is a large lamasery, and in the
lamasery of Derge, about 200 miles
above Batang, In the Yangtze valley,

the printing of religious books is an
industry of Importance. The Kanjur,
which Is the Buddhist bible, and the
Tanjur, Its commentary, each comprising ins volumes, are printed In the
two lamaseries from blocks on which

characters are carved.

The blocks
occupy many large rooms and the
printing of one set requires the work
of many men for many days. In
Lltang, until recently, there was a
copy of the Tanjur which was written
out by hand In gold and silver. The
paper had first been lacquered with
The gold and silver
Chinese Ink.
fluids In which the characters were
written were made by rubbing the
precious metals on a rough stone and
mixing the powder with clue water. It
was destroyed a few years ago by

What to Take for

d

Waghl Fill yer wagon water kegs, five gallon to each one,
Fer here's a stretch of hell that Ood left blazin' in the sun.
From Arkansaw to Cimarron is upward fifty mile,
And if ye hit a water scrape ye'll lay wolf meat a, while;
Two days if ye are pullin' good, forever if yer not,
t.
And once too weak to gear a dog, yer better off
flamin
but
it's
stinkin'
dry,
over's
Sand
creek,
always
Half
And yer tongue will get to swellin' on mirages in the sky;
There's hants o' men out there that died
prickly roots,
And lickin' buffler bladders dry and chewin' parflesh boots;
s
And they say there's phantom oxen, with their
jinglin' on,
Appcarin' white to pull yer through when all yer own are gone.
There's Blackfeet and Gros Ventres and Comanches, and there's Sioux,
All cam pin' by the Cimarron to meet you when yer through.
So fill yer kegs and laugh it out, the slick floats either way.
Ui-y- a
for Santa Fe!
Catchup! All's set! Stretchout! And hep!

Buddhist Bible.

INVALID.

one-hnl-

"This terrible desert I What makes the air wabble that way?
I feel like Bourbon
Oh, I'm hot, dirty, (sticky, gTOggy
no pop.'
When he tries to yawn and howl at the same time
see 'cm
"You've been drinking too much ice water
Unloading all those dead hogs back there ?
"
If they'd let them rest, then put wet dirt in the cars
!
!"
!
fan
turn
that
can't
See if you
Look at me
"Hogs
"No ; its screwed on."

--

THE

her

"Now I know.
I forgot all my adorable pink silk ones, and my bead bag.
And the opera glasses, I should have told Ingebord
"Never mind, dear; this isn't our honeymoon.
See those things out there?
make cattle drunk.
They're silos
Hot as the devil, isn't it? There, how's that?"
"Last call fo' dinnah in the dinin' cyah,
Three cyahs fo'wa'd."
"Oo
lee cream ! 1 hope it's in those wet, eold slices.
of tan and strawberry marble, nice
Sort of like Cross-cu-

And cut yer fleece-flap- s
with the grain and drink yer hot horns full;
Tonight we're muncliin' boudins from the belly of a bull.
And there's hump-rib- s
past all shinin' and there's beaver tails to eat,
And the ruttin herd is under and the madre's makin' meat.
Ycr say in' signs? Osages?" Katrs? Pawnees?" Arapahoes?
she's got cactus in her nose.
Vi'agh! That's the old mulcra
e
But if ycr sure they're comin' some and all
fcr hair,
Fer comfort get yer tacklin' with a scatter gun to spare,
don't spill yer caps,
And take an exlry wipin' stick and flint
And lay along the stakin' ground and shoot a few, perhaps.
The rest of us ain't skin n in' eyes, we're ridin' tired a heap,
And if the devils drop around to rub us out asleep,
Just tug 11s up in buffler whang and cart us home and say
Tha we failqd at quiltin' qrrows and fell short of Santa, Fe. .

FOR

you

4

er

slick as shoot in' on the run,
'agh! Made the lank
An' we're miles from Independence and another day is done.
So lay down, lazy on ycr old apishamore mat,
And smell the cherries boilin' in the yeller huffier fat,

WORD
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"I am

what Lydia E.
Pink ham I Vegetable com
w
pound has done for me.
had six children die almost at
birth. From one hour to nineteen days it all they have
lived.
Before my next one
w
born 1 took a doien bot- tlea of your Veg etable Compound, and I can Bay that it ia
the greatest
medicine on

tell

to

Chinese soldiers who understood nothing of its value.
Heated Winds.
An Intensely dry, hot wind culled the

"zonda," which blows down from the
Andes upon the plulns of Argentina,
was formerly thought to owe its heal
to volcanoes.
It Is really a "foehn,"
such as occurs in Switzerland and
many other mountainous countries,
where winds, robbed of their moisture
In crossing the mountain, are heater1
by compression during their descent.

or

CARTER'S

These art the sins I fain
Would have thee take away;
Malice and cold tllsdaln,
And discontent that casta a shadow
gray
On all the brightness of a common day.
Henry Van Dyke.

a

Ivnatur- a-

Lemon Juice Novd Powdered.
of the newest fruit products
Is powdered lemon juice. It Is pure
Juice reduced to a perfectly soluble
EVERYDAY GOOD THINGS.
powder. The process Is said to be an
spray
adaptation of the
Liver when well prepared Is such method of reducing milk to powdered
an easily digested meat that It should form.
be more highly valued.
A Lady of Distinction
Liver a la Mme. Begue.
Take a pound of calf's Is recognized by the delicate fascinat
liver cut in Inch slices. ing Influence of the perfume she uses.
bath with Cutlcura Soap nnd hot
Lay the liver In suited
water while five onions water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
are prepared and sliced followed by a dusting with Cutlcura
In thin slices, then hi Talcum powder usually means a clear,
halves.
Wipe the liver sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.
and place In layers with
Every Individual.
the onion. Let slnnd one hour, then
Kvery Individual bos a place to till
cut the liver In cubes. Dredge with
Is Important In
flour and season with salt and pepper. n the world, nnd
lie choscs to
Homo
whether
respect,
Dredge the onions the same way, then
be so or not. Hawthorne.
fry all In frying basket until well
cooked and the onions a golden brown.
Katydid foretells frost und "You
Serve the liver In the center of a platdid" ami "1 didn't" foretell a domestic
ter and garnish with a circle of onions.
one,
A delicious sauce to serve with steak
One

An Opportunity,

never Raw the equal of those
Jagsbys next door," an Id Mr. nibbles.
"They lire always wanting to

"I

I honestly be
borrow something,
lieve we've lent them everything In
the liouso except the ' piano and our
"
twin beds."
"I'm sorry you are no wrought tip,"
said Mrs. nibbles. "Mr. Jagsby has
-

Just sent over to know If "
"I mn't say it! Don't say It I"
"If you have a few empty bottles
you could spare, pint or quart size."
"Out of the way, woman I'll take
them over myself." Birmingham

A Puzzling Case.
"How In Dobbs getting along
Willi his wife?" West "I can't decide
whether he needs sympathy or ad-

North

vice."

When
In

the contracting;

success

It Is

parties unite

make marriage
seldom n failure.

Itielr efforts

to

Is

Creole Sauce. Slice fine two medi
onions and two green peppers, two ounces of lean hum and a
clove of garlic. Fry five minutes, then
add a can of tomatoes, two bay leaves,
four cloves and eight allspice. Let
come to a noil and thicken slightly
with cornstarch; cook until smooth,
add a dash of red pepper or a fresh
Mushrooms may be
one chopped.
added If for an extra occasion.
Take one cupful
Codfish a la Mode.
of shredded codfish, two cupfuls of
mashed potnto, a pint of milk nnd
two eggs well beaten, a half cupful
of butter, pepper and salt; mix well
and bake In a buttered baking dish
20 minutes.
Vegetable and Peanut Soup. Cut In
small pieces two medium-sizepota
toes, one large carrot, two stalks of
celery, one large tomato and cook In
salted water with a hunch of soup
herbs. When the vegetables are ten
der, put through a Rleve, If desired
and add two tablespoonfuls of peanut
butter which has been softened with
little hot water. There should be
enough liquid to serve four.
Delicious Cake Filling. Heat two
f
cupful
eggs until stiff, ndd
of sugar nnd the pulp and Juice of
large tart apple grated. Heat until
firm enough to spread ; cover the top
of the cake with the filling.

f

A

d

one-hal-

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
WARNING!
not
are
getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
you
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds

Headache

Rheumatism

Toothache

Neuralgia
Lumbago

Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Earache

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Bottles of 24 and 105 All dnigtftta.
Handy tin boxet of 12 tablet
Umjat Muiutictur
ol MwotcetleacWMtM at SillcillCMil
Aaplrla If ttte tad nark
C

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
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NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

Four men wr killed and two In
jured when a Canadian I'aiific rail
way frelghl train va ranglit ti.v falling
rock In a tuunel one mile east of
1!. ('.,
according lo advices ra
Pal-llne-

ced

caught from the network of
wires round About

the

world.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

(.c-irir-

Hmtfmur Ualoi

Hmm

I

Aus-Imlln-

COL. SHERRILL ASKS PROVISION
AT ONCE FOR A BUILDING TO

HOUSE U.

S.

RECORDS.

ARE EXPOSED TO FIRE PERIL

ar-

the
iits
11.

New and Adequate Structure
Alio
Are Needed to Accommodate the
Office
General
Accounting
Bureau of Internal Revenue.

so

of

and

re-

pressed, declares M. Itonnevay, French
minister of Justice, In a circular addressed to puhlic prosecutors all over
WESTERN
Approiiinnlcly 2HO,0tn) silver dollars France.
On the morning of tlie explosion of
lire lioliig innile dully r! flit Nun Francisco mint wirier roci-nl- . Instruction to the bomb In his 1'aris home, .Myron T.
ttieed up production, ikciipIui to Su- Merrick, American ambassador took
out an accident policy for the em
perintendent M. .T. Kelly
Trunk Iemeu, 74 yours old, believed ployes mid also agninsl diunage lo hi
wo of (he oldest CllTllH tllfl III the residence. Tinier his contract he must
country and who win credited with niiike good to the Due do Uroglie tlie
,
).VNs) damage done lo the house nnd
having taken I lie first circus to
furniture.
In dead til Khiihh City.
A bald eagle with a
fr'armora of Stockton, Kan., have orwing spread nf
0 burn seven feet, altenipted to carry iiwiiy
ganized Midi Hit agreement
corn IhlM coming wilder instead of a 9 year-olglii numed (llbhs, from the
in verandn of lier home at Vanderlioof, n.
coal, oil account of dm dlf
C.
Struggles of the child and her
price between these wo commodities.
tnolhor pre.ented (lie bird from getFour armed bandits robbed the
oiilrtide nf St. ting iiwiiy and It was finally lien en to
Itmik,
jiml
death hy Mathew Semple. The girl
)nol, of $7,IH0. Hl employe. and one suffered
flesh wounds.
cimloiuor were compelled tit lay face
The government at I'eklng has apdownward while lint men sntopeit tin'
money Into sacks. The rohlmn es- pointed a commission to Invettiimta
Hie opium sltuutlon
In
the I'ukien
caped In on automobile.
of lies province. An appeal lias been made to
Packing house. employ-Apoppy planting In the
Moines, lows, voted lo accept n fl per fort lo slop
(Mil wage Cllt declared recently by the province. An upenl lias been made to
Officer of the lr. K. Wellington Koo, minister to
packing companies.
union mild Hint there will lie no strike (Jretit Itrltaln, for foreign assistance
and
hy Hie employe. iiiiIcnn It in dei'lnreil
Tlie king and queen of Italy liHve
liy (lie iihIIiiiihI officer
The H month old Imliy of Mil Sigue Just celebrated the silver niiiilvcrsiiry
of Rpokime,
Hwiiiihoii
Wash,, was of tliolr weddlnii. The city was decMiiolliered In n lounge, wliclli painters orated Willi flags and nil schools were
IihiI closed, believing
con In ned only closed. In connection with the celebraThe child wus di'itd when tion the Italian government grunted
bedding.
Mm, Hwiiiihoii opened the lounge five amuesly to participants In the recent
l
inllllllCH ii f lor II llllll been cIiimoiI.
pollllcnl disturbances between Hie
ii
Socialists, as well as to
Mm. loiilsn 1,, Peele, convicted of
legionnaires who pinilclpateil in
t,tio murder of .1 (1. Denton,
wiin diluted hy he District Court, of Appeals u recent disorders.
.vhicli GENERAL
lobeming of her appeal
the court ruled several wcekn ago. Her
John ClirislniiiH, negro, of Cbnm-liulgHiiinniiirccl the.
would
attorney
was lianged tit I lbiinii, III. It
lie tnkeit lo the Oiilll'oriiin Supreme was the first
bunging in this county
Court.
'In Istiniin
for more Hum forty yeurs,
.
mieniy-yoa- r
dm uart miewie, a re- killed his wife with a razor last
tired Iowa fanner, shot and slightly
wounded Mrs. Unix- - Oleson, the wife
A negro was killed In a lialtlc with
of neighbor mid llien turned the nun Haltlmnro
police lit Humphrey station,
on himself nml roniuilfleil suicide Hue. a
a
lit liummorc,
suiiurn
loiioumg
Itle'a Hllentloii to Hie ril'i year-olwife llireatened race not.
I he
riot w as
of IiIn yoiiuiser neighbor linn lieen tlie
precipitated hy an assault upon a
subject of JchI fur Hiiine tliuw.
white glii liy a negro.
IfMlani

IS URGED

AGAIN

vd.

Three llioiisnric tons of Oruisn toys
arrived in Huston on the American
Hleamer I icninof c'tipt. 'I'limnns Cart- wright of the Iierunof sh id lie counted
ulity J ron slvumships under coiistruc-lious he pnssed up lie river I'llie.
I'rluie Minister l.lovd
Inis de
cided definitely to leave for Washing

ton Nov. fi on the Unci' Acpiiinuiii.
riving in lime, It is expected, for
RECORD OF IMPORTANT
EVENTS ufternoon session of tlie ni'iiiiiiiii
conference on its opening day, Nov.
CONDEN8EO FOR BUSY
I 'ranee
linen use the vcur cost
PEOPLE
(illicit hlood mid maimed so many
her sons, dueling must lie severely
I

ARCHIVES HULL

By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington. Immediate
pro vision
for Hie construction of nu urchlves
building here lo house tlie valuable
government records cow stored lu
various parts of the city and lu places
where, in many Instances, the tire Uau- gers are great, has been recommended to the public buildings commission
by I, lent. Col. Clarence! O. Slieirlll, the
n liny ollicer In
charge of public build
ings and (.rounds, and u member of
the commission.
While Ibis is considered hy Colonel
Sherrill as Hie first and most luiiiera- tivc need at this time, be also urges
the construction of a building to house
the widely scu tiered activities of the
general accounting ollu e, and lust, but
not any less Important, Hie construction of a building to house the activ
ities of the bureau of Internal revenue.
Phis latter bureau also Is scattered In
vurlous parts of Hie city, soum of it
in the temporary
buildings, which
Colonel Sherrill estimates
not
will
last, nt the most, more tlitiu ten or
llftcen years.
Suggest Fund This Year.
Colonel SherriU's recommendutions
urge appropriation this year of funds
necessary for the construction of,tlie
archives building, not only because
the need is no Imperative one, but
also because of the fact that congress
has authorized the building and the
purchase of a site, but has not appropriated any funds for It.
The following year, in his opinion,
provision should be made for begin-i- i
ii
the construction of the building
for the general accounting office,
which Is a new brunch of the government established this year to take
over the activities of the controller
of the treasury and tlie several auditors for the government departments.
I'tuler the old organization It worked
well to ha vi! the auditors and the
controller in various parts of the city,
but under the new order of things It
is absolutely necessary mid In the Interest of greater elllclen;j t,i have the
entire otllce tinder one roof.
When these two buildings are proCitation
directing .liimcs A. Still- - vided for and construction has startSherrill would have conlo show ed, Colonel
uuin, divorcu suit philntlfr,
cause why Mrs. Stllliiiun should not ha gress make provision for plaiini; the
appointed general guiirdlnii of their bureau of Internal revenue In a sepsous, James and Alexander, were Is arate building, so that all the activCohiilnn.
suvd by Surrogate
liiey ities could lie assembled for efficient
were procured by Mrs. Stllliniiii's rnun maitiigeiiieiit.
Sfl.
Recognize
Economy Need.
Sum
Gordon, x, a negro, was
In making these recommendations
hanged by a mob near Wlunsboni, Iji., Colonel Sherrill stated that he was
following the shooting of Joe Kim not unmindful of the President's deTlie shooting termination nnd of the urgent necesball, a white farmer,
followed n quarrel over a tuij of
sity for rigid economy in government
It was said. It was reported the operations, hut he believes that immenegro's father wua taken Into a woods diate provision for these buildings Is
and whipped.
nn imperative one,
(liber estimates coming within the
Twenty slicks of dynamite wrapped
In brown paper on which
hail neen wide scope of his olllce have been
drawn u diagram of the Atlanta,
trimmed to the hone, he pointed out,
& Atlantic
and Southern but In the face of the demand for
railway lines were found by school great economy he believes tlie
of these buildings at the
children In an abandoned setter at At
lanta, according to reports to the po earliest possible moment Is a prime
lice. Since Hie Inception of the gen
necessity. Kor Instance, Colonel Sherend strike, on the A Inula, lllrmlng rill pointed out that the estimates for
linin & Atlantic railroad lust March
the extension of Uncle Creek park nnd
several wrecks have occurred, appar- l'otomne parkway hud been cut from
$'J0tl,(Khl to $!Hi,000, and that the esently the result of dynamite explo
sions.
timates for other parks hud been
KediTnl prohibition agents raided mi greatly reduced.
No estimate of Hie amounts which
utile above u Ciroenw Ich village resfor these
laurnnt In New York. Their haul In should he appropriated
cluded fifty casks, "J.OCKl bottles mill buildings Is Included In Hie recomIIHl Jugs of wine valued
lit
$1.1.01 mi. mendations. Colonel Sherrill confining
riie smell of a nearby barrel of nnish his recoinuietiilatlons to the amount of
mingled with odors from stored clieeso, space.
Hie officers said, but the attic win
Dawes' Board Coming to America.
used as sleeping quarters for three
Three years after tlie armistice
persons.
will
I'nited
enterthe
Stales
I'ollco have discovered a "well" of tain the foreign members of the milisection of tary hoard of allied supply, created for
residential
whisky In a
Kuoxvllle, Tenn. A small copper pipe services In the rear for the allied
from a copper tank sunk ten feet un- armies in the war. The board was order Hie ground enabled the owner to ganized at the suggestion of General
keep a supply of moonshine whisky on Pershing after the appoint intuit of Mar
tap at all hours. The whisky wits shal Koch as commander In chief of
forced through a faucet by a hnnd tlte allied armies in France.
Tlie foreign members of the bonrd
pump. Tlie out fit was confiscated and
are (ion. Charles Jean Marie Pnyot,
the owner arraigned In Police Court.
Hie French
Mrs. H. (i. Hooker, arrested at Mem quartermaster general of
Cen. A. A. Md lardy of the
phis, Tenn., several days ago on a fu army;
Hrltlsh army, (ienend Commamhitore
gitive from justice warrant Issued in
l'arelll of the Italian army
Is
it
where
Dallas, Texas,
alleged by Ippollto
federal officials she Is under Indict- nnd Col, Adolpbe Cuniont of the
army. They will arrive In New
ment In connection with Hie einher..le-inen- t
York on hoard a Vnlted States army
of $'J0,0OO from the Southwest20.
ern National Hank, was released when transport on October
The American member of the board
sho gave bond for $'J,0(H) for her apIs Ilrlg. (ien. Charles G. Duwes, now
,
pearance In the Federal Court In
director of the budget, In whose reisent
book Is described something of the difIB
II.
was
Miller.
old,
years
George
ficulties experienced In putting Genconvicted on a charge of violating the
eral Pershing's plans Into effect.
Mann net and was fined $:UH1 and costs
Will Formulate Their Report.
by Judge Jacob Trleber In I'nlted
Slates Iilstiict Court at Utile Hock,
The boprd will meet lu this country
Ark. It was alleged that Miller, whose to agree on u report to present
comhome Is In Dallas, Texas, took k wom- posite picture of the supply and transan 80 years old from Dallas to Hot portation system of the allied armies
In France us they existed at the armisSprings last summer.
Emnm Khiiardaon
Burkett, Hills- tice. Stuffs of the several armies have
dale, Ind., wus sentenced to from six been engaged on this work for the
months to three year in the penitenlast two years. The report, which will
tiary by Judge Alfred J. Tolley for be published simultaneously In all the
forging the name of the lute Col. Theo- allied countries. Is looked on as an In.
dora Roosevelt to a faka note.
valuable contribution to the literature;
d
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WASHINGTON
The War Department mmounced
thaT'toW "((sis, shout one fifth or the
lolnl sealing capacity of Hie nieiiiorlal
MNiphlllioHtcr, lit Arlington
day Iwd been reserved fur

or oilier

mother

Armistice
tcohl mar

relative

of

Mien who died in the World war. Not
more than w eiitH will lie given any

itppllcallon.
of Cif. Jen F.
rcprcseululivA In Washlng-on of several Tennessee newspaper
for umiiy year, an U. H. minister to
IhiMvht la being lialleil with satisfao-41ctiie newspaper fraternity.
hy
profea-mIoi- i
OnplHln Collrell, who left hi
to aerve the country ilurhiK the
war, hna won nn envliihle
Tho new rovonue law lo h eimi'led
next yenr lo ltdco the plnco nf Hi one
which CoiitfreHH will moom pnn.-c-, will
conl ii In the chief provlnlimn of tlie
Hniool hill, providing fur niniiufaiiur-- I
ik or miiUm Inx on cninntoitltlea.
AKi'ecinent lo llil.i effect
Inn heon
reBclied biiioiik Henalo leudera of the
cHHlein hloc, repreaentlmt tlie ludus-trln- l
aai'tlona of Hie country.
TIM

ttpoliilineiit

ktrell,

rcrmiiiN payliiK foderul taxes under
lirotrat cannot bring proceedings to recover audi Iniei; nguliml u aiucceHsor
of the collector to whom the tmes
woro paid, llitt Siipreine Court lield in
deciding a cne lirouglil hy the Indiana Kteel floinpnny.
Hull lo lent oo!mlllullaiinllty of the
(tapper Tlnt'luir hill pusseil ly
to ri'RiilHte K.niii cm im nnes and
put (hem under direction of the nicrit-(arof agriculture wan filed In federal
IMalrlct Court hy John Hill, Jr., a
ineiiiher of llici ('hlcaio Imnrd of Iriidu.
Approval of a loan of $l,(MMMUO to
a flniinclnl limlUutlun fur credit
on live atock in Mont nun and
Wyoming, vnn announced by the Wnr
Klnauce Vw poratlon. The corporation
did not ninko puhlic the nnnie of tlie
Intditulloii nor Hie (orum of the limn.
The govcrninenfa hiiihiiiI report on
mortality atallHlIca for ill'20, aoon lo lie
luaned, ahowa J,lliJ,Ii78 Onalliu wltlilii
the dealh rcglalrallon area, rfprcsent-Inn rate of llt.l
per thousand, as

.,

Cmi-cith-

mnMired

will) 12.0 In

1UII),

l'atallllea

from auloiuohlle accidents and injuries
Increased from 9.4 to 10.4 per hundred
(llOUHHIld.

The Supreme Court declined to con
Hitler an nppeal brought hy llcvtor M
l)lwcll, dly editor of a ClilcHg" news
I taper, convtcti'd of conleuipl of court
tor refiitlng lo identify fur a federal
rand Jury the person who wrote u
ctrtitlii article printed In his newspaper. lOlwell appealod on the ground
that lie could not he compelled to give
which
might Ini rluiluate
teallinony
lilmaelf

The blf eiorta of wlicat reported
ere expected (o add to din Influence
from olher csumhic, and land to
up IMtMir raLoa.

rierted
aw

Hid-cla-

lHil-las-

dealing with the allied effuit In the
World war.
On arrival In this country the visiting officers will be welcomed by the
President and by the secretary of war
at Washington. They are to visit the
United States Military academy at
West Point for special ceremonies In
their honor.
A public dinner for them will be held
on October
at the Waldorf-Astorilu New York. General Dawes Is to he
the principal speaker. Among officials
of this and foreign governments who
will he present are Secretary Mellon,
Secretary Weeks, Secretary Hoover,
J. Muyhew Walnwrlght, assistant secretary of war; Maj. Gen. Jumes G.
Hnrhord, acting chief of staff; Governor Miller of New York, Admiral Sims,
Moj. (ien. Tusker II. Rliss, Ambassador
Jusserund, Ambassador Geddes, Baroa
tie Curtier de Marchienne, Belgian
and Senator Vittorio Roland!
General
Kiccl, Italian ambassador.
Pershing will attend if he returns from
France before October 28.
Armistice Tree to Be Planted.
Planting of the "armistice tree" on
tlie grounds of the Lincoln memorial
will mark the opening of Armistice
week, November 7. The plans for
the memorial tree planting to mark
the calling of the conference on the
limitation of armaments by President
Harding are being completed by Col.
C. T. Sherrill of the department of
puhlic buildings and grounds and the
American Forestry association, which
will have charge of the tree planting.
The tree, an American elm, which
will fit In with the landscape plans
of the architects In charge of the
grounds about the Lincoln memorial,
probably will be placed at the Twenty-thirstreet entrance to the memorial,
just on tlie edge of the drive that leads
to the Potomac river. This part of
the grounds is nearlng completion
rapidly.
"We are calling upon the entire
country to plant an 'armistice tree'
some time during the week of November 7," said Charles Lathrop Pack,
aspresident of the American Forestry
sociation.
"A tree on the grounds of the Lincoln memorial will be a particularly
fitting murk for generations to come
of the date upon which President
Harding called the limitation of arms
conference, as well us for the date of
An
the signing of the armistice.
American elm, selected by Colonel
Sherrill, Is particularly appropriate as
typifying all that is best in Americanism."
Navy's Land Work During the War,
of
of the Bureau
"Activities
"
Yards and Docks World War,
a history of naval shore construction', has Just been Issued by the
Navy department.
It Is an Illustrated book of more
than 500 pages, bound In green cloth,
and In Its L'l chapters It sets forth
the workings of a construction bureau
in Washington under the high speed
and high pressure conditions durlug
hostilities.
The work of the bureau of yards
nnd docks Is a' function less known
most other
to the puhlic thun
branches of naval activity. It Is a
fact, however, that without an adequate "shore establishment" the navy
would quickly lose Its effectiveness.
The fleet must have Its dock yards
and bases, where It may put In for
repairs, renewals, supplies, fuel and
It must have Its hoscomplement.
In time of stress the navy
pitals.
must have Its. training camps In advance of those for the army, as acts
of war at sea precede those ashore
under such conditions as prevailed In
1917. Nnvnl communications must be
safeguarded by efficient rndio stations.
The navy yards are, In effect, small
Industrial cities, and their structures
and water-fron- t
Improvements, known
as public works of the navy, are un
der the cognizance of the bureau of
ynrds and docks, so far as building
and maintenance are concerned. This
bureau is, In fact, responsible for all
nnvnl public works, both at the yards
and nt lesser stations, and the preS'
cut history serves as an Illustration of
the Importance of Its work in connection with the vast naval expansion
which the World war brought about
While the book Is written primarily
from the Washington point of view
attention being devoted to matters of
appropriations,
planning, and official
supervision, there are sufficient re
ports from lield forces, together with
pictures In plenty, to convey a sense
of the reality of the effort made.
Detail Take Chapter.
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German Writes

DEAD

Southwest News
From All Over

of American Cem-

New Mexico

etery in France.
Spot Where More Than 21,400 of the
Bravest of Our Land Are Buried,
I
Field of White.

and Arizona
(

W3tro Newspaper Colon Netrs Bertie.

I

According to contractors there is
Paul Block, Paris correspondent of more
going on in Mountninair.
the Berliner Tageblatt, was recently a N. M.,building
at the preseut time than anysympathetic observer of the destruc- time during the past five years.
tion wrought by his countrymen In
I.yle Gray, aged 10 years, of Arte- northern France, and sent to his pasla, X. M., was instantly killed when
a
detailed report of his trip
per
he was slruck by a motor truck. The
through the devastated region. Of a boy, it is
to cross the
certain point lu his Journey he writes ; street in said, attempted
front of Hie moving truck.
The guide relates In a matter-of-faForty convicts from the state pen
way that of the 131 villages which
he covers In his trip some eighty have itentiary have been put to work on the
It is
been utterly destroyed. This part of roads near Cimarron, N. M.
thought that the gang will be kept in
tlie Journey, from Clermonten-Argonuto Boureullles, has all been wrecked this district until the first of the year.
T. II. Moen,
local merchant
and
by the war, but the worst came after
we reached Vurennes. From there to rancher of Mora, X. M., lost about
Verdun It Is a desert over which the $10,000 In a big fire which destroyed
on his
horsemen of the Apocalypse have nearly all tlie outbuildings
farm and a huge quantity of hay and
swept.
At only one point Is there any evi- oats.
dence of restoration, and this has beMrs. Teresita Montoya,
aged 107
come one of the sights of the region. years, dropped dead as she was about,
I mean the American cemetery at lo sit down at the dinner table at her
home in Albuquerque. She was horn at
WhenUomagne endow Montfaucon.
ever the Americans take anything up Tome, N. M., and never had been seri
they do It In a wholesale way. Al- ously ill.
though we had come solely to see
If the pluns of 1he
committee
ruins, we could not pass this cemebarge of the arrangements are car
a
without
visit.
is
the
It
tery
only ried out, Armistice day, Nov. 11, will
one of Its kind.
be observed
at Albuquerque, N. M.,
On a gently rising hill purchased with the
largest parade ever seen In
outright for this purpose are burled that city.
the 21,400 Americans, who fell during Lieut. Hubert Leslie Finch of
Tempo,
the fighting around Montfaucon. Some will
the state of Arizona at
kilometers before we reached this the represent
funeral of the unknown soldier In
point we noted little white signboards Washington on Armistice day, accordalong the road directing us to this ing to nn announcement made by the
gigantic graveyard; for many of the governor's office.
relatives of the fallen cross the sea
With a total enrollment of 117 boys
la order to visit the last resting place
and girls taken as the town runs, tho
of those dear to them.
But whenyou come within half a I'lnui United Boys' and Girls' Club of
mile of the point you need no further Giuliani county, Ariz., makes the unusual record of completing 100 per
An apparently limitless
guidance.
field of white suddenly greets the vis cent of Its enrollment.
The state road from ItomerovUle to
ion In the distunce. This is the effect
of the 21,400 tombstones of equal size Delia, near Las Vegas, X. M., which
shining in the sunlight. There are has been In hud condition for the past
crosses for protestants and Cuthollcs, two years, Is being repaired by a crew
and stars for Jews, ranged closely side sent by the highway commission. This
by side, at the heads of 21,400 uni road Is part of Hie Ozark trail route.
t
it. J. Parsons, formerly chief clerk.
form,
graves. They all lie
there, the otllcers in the middle. A in the office of tlie collector of intergreut star of foliage plants separates nal revenue at Phoenix, and later authe world of the dead from the world ditor of a Phoenix theater, has
his duties as assistant prohibiof the living. High above the graves
flutters the Stars and Stripes. Sad, tion director for Hie slate of Arizona.
Indeed, as Is the thought that a whole
State American Legion Commander
army of vigorous young boys here Dmiiie Bird appointed
Charles V.
slumber in death, this cemetery has Iliirtniiin of Phoenix to represent Ari
nothing gloomy about It. It is a bright zona tit the ceremonies nt Washing
and cheerful burial place.
ton Nov. II, pertaining to the buriul
And the army of the dead has Its if an unknown American who as u
commander. An American officer and member of tlie American expeditionary
his staff reside in 'the group of tidy force lost bis life in the World war.
houses opiKtsite the entrance, to guard
of which is as yet un
Fire,
the resting place of their dead coun- known, origin
totally destroyed the home of
trymen. One of them came forward Thomas A. French,
secretary of the
and greeted us, a cheerful, young man Arizona Slate Federation
of Labor at
with a wholesome ruddy countenance. Phoenix. French, his wife and stepWhat had Induced him to exile himself daughter, who were in tlie
building at
here In this solitude? High pay? A Hie time, effected n narrow
escape
sense of duty? Love for France? from
being consumed in the flames.
The last suggestion Is not very plaus- Nothing was suved.
ible, for he does not know a single
The work of forming a grand lodge
word of French.
In any case, his
nerves must be sound, else he could of the Pythian Sisters of New Mexico '
not live here day after day, hour after was completed when representatives
from all over the state met tit Albuhour, guarding these 21,400 graves,
querque for two days' session. The
without going mad.
address of welcome wtis given hy City
Attorney Keleher and this wus folComment Not Needed.
lowed by an address by
Pies of
I see that Dr. Schussler, who has the Knights of Pythias. Joseph
had access to documents relatlug to
Capt. K. M. Itobisoii of Flagstaff,
the quarrel between Bismarck and
has published In Ger- Ariz., commanding officer of the But
the
A, First Field artillery, Arizona
many a new political study entitled tery
National
Guard, has resigned his comFull
"The
of Kismarck," writes a cor- mission in
Hie guard, according to an
But. surely no addition
respondent.
Is needed to Bismarck's own words announcement made tit the office of
to Dr. Moritx Biisch, on the tiny of AdJI. (!en. Walter S. Ingnlls. Captain
retires from the
his resignation: "I thought he would Uohisou automatically
he thankful if I were to remain with general stuff cm which he bus served
him for a few years, but I find that for some time past.
Development work tit Hie Carlisle
on the contrary, he is simply longing
with his whole heart to he rid of me, mine iieur Lordsburg, X. M., is progressing rapidly and plans are now
In order that he may govern alone
with his own genius and be able to being made to sink the main shaft to
t
level. A large quantity
cover himself with glory,
lie does the
not want the old Mentor any longer, of ore is already on the dump for
but only docile tools. But I cannot
The committee working on Hie
make genutlexions, nor crouch under
which is to be a southern outthe table like a dog."
let for the San Juan valley from Aztec, N, M., is meeting with great sucNew Anesthetic.
A coul tar chemical for the eliminu cess and at n recent meeting turned
Hon of all pain In dentul surgery is lu over $S(i,000 in pledges. Farming-toboosters also report good progress
new chemical is
This
announced.
in that section.
Chapters arc devoted to the war ex- liquid In form, is applied on a
pellet
pansion of the civil engineer corps, of cotton to tlie
The Agua Ptira Company of Las Vegum or mucous mem
and the bureau Itself; to the rapid
the
to
brane
tooth
he an- - gas, N. M., is milking plans for tlie insurrounding
of
and
schools
provision
cnntonmentjS
esthetised or Into a cavity prior to stallation of a chlorination plant for
for 200,000 recruits; to the establishexcavation where a tooth Is to be filled the purifying of the water furnished
ment of emergency hospitals for a paIt produces complete lo- Hie city. The new plant will be in opor treated.
tient and attendant personnel of
eration by the first of the year and
In from two to eight
; to an enormous
industrial expan- cal anesthesia
and eliminates all feeling for will Insure the city of an absolutely
sion at yards and the Installation of minutes,
from one to six hours. Dr. Klein has pure supply of wuter.
ways and equipment for a large pro- extracted teeth and
The Stale Corporation Commission
pulps painlessly
gram of warship construction; to the
oit Arizona denied the
hy the use of this chemical. Its efapplication of
Unking of a chain of great dry docks fect is
entirely local, so It may be ap- the American Hallway Express Comabout the American coast, developwith perfect safety, regardless
pany for permission to increase its
ment of power plants and distributing plied
of the patient's age or general physi rates on intrastate business. The comunon
and
activities
an
other
systems
cal condition. It leaves no disagree
pany petitioned for permission to adprecedented scale, Including the con- able
vance al l class and commodity rates,
struction of a large plant at Charlesexcept those on milk and cream.
ton, W. Va., for government manuThe mines of the Aztec Consolidated
China's Air Mail Service.
facture of armor plats and projectiles.
China, with the reputation of the Gold Company at Baldy. near Baton,
In the book will be found accounts
of the two largest cranes ever built, most backward of nations, Is oper N. M., will soon be in operation again
the largest dry dock In the Western atlng a regular airplane mail service and tlie officials of the company are
now milking plans for the erection of
hemisphere, the largest office building between Peking and Shanghai, on
40 planes are in use large a mill of 200 tons daily capacity.
which
A
time
the
to
that
known,
greatest
up
radio system ever conceived nnd erect- enough to carry passengers and par full crew will be employed during the
s
winter.
mall.
ed, and facilities for the greatest pro- eels In addition to
There is more game In Arizona togram of naval training ashore ever Barron's Weekly.
day Ihu n there has been In the past
undertaken In the history of warfare.
Mill Girl Judg
in England.
ten years, according to Joe V. Proch-aska- ,
The book Is the Joint production of
state game warden, who recently
Kngland has a mill girl magistrate
some 35 different contributors In the
bureau, and In the field, but all parts In the person of Miss Mary Anne Dews. returned from posting the game prehave been built Into a whole that U a cloth weaver, In the town of Dew serve in Greenlee county, on the
bury, and who has recently been a p. Apache national forest.
fairly symmetrical.
pointed a Justice of the peace.
e
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This Lad Earned
the first three American boys killed
in the war.
Awarded Four Medals.
Curl Lange received four medals
and the French cord, awarded units
for gallantry. The following is the
list of medals and donors:
Distinguished Service Cross, award
ed at Muntabaur, Germany, by Gen
eral Pershing, with the following citation: "Private First Class, Carl M.
Lange, Co. B, second Machine Gun
battalion. (For extraordinary bravery
in action near Fleuville, France. Seeing thnt his first line was being held
by machine gun fire from the woods,
Private Lange, with another soldier,
voluntarily made bis way through a
terrific barrage and entered the woods,
cleared out three machine guns, killing several of their crews and captured about twenty prisoners. Failing In his attempt to communicate the
success of his mission to the attacking wave, he himself went back and,
finding bis officers had all become casualties, assisted in the organization of
a small force and leading it to the
objective."
French Croix de Guerre, with palms,
designating a citation, awarded him
by General McGlaughlln, commander
of the First division.
Medallle Mllltalre, presented
by
Marshal Petaln.
Medallle Mllltalre received from
French government later through the

Record of Heroic Deeds in
World War.

WAS DECORATED FOUR TIMES
Wint Distinguished Service Cross for
Extraordinary Bravery in Action,
Also Gets Croix de Guerre and
Military Medal.

Omaha, Neb. Here's a veteran of
the Wurld war who carries about all
the medals thut could be crowded on
one brawny chest aud the best part
of It Is thut he actually earned every
one of them. He Is Carl M. Lauge ot
Hartington, Neb., and has the distinction of being Nebraska's most decorated soldier.
Recently his state
awarded him the highest honor It
could bestow upon a soldier. He was
selected by the state commander ot
the American Legion to represent Nebraska at the burial tn Arlington cemetery, Washington, on Armistice day,
of nn unknown soldier, killed In
France.
Lange euttsted from Hiirtington,
April 17, 1D1.7, just 13 days following declaration of war by President
Wilson. He was one of 11 boys volunteering from that town and was
mall.
(sixteen at that time.
He was assigned to Company B,
Second Machine Gun battalion of the
First division.
This unit embarked June l." and
landed in France, June 20, 1017. It
was among the first 1,0(10 American
troops to enter the war zone.
At

Parade on Bastile Day.
the time of their arrival

the
morale of French citizenry and troops
was badly shaken, and at the
of the French government,

n

Scores

of Youths

in Big Cities

Await Court Action on

PRESIDENT

TAKES

IT

UP

Washington, D. C Child crime Is
now
the
atteutlou ot
engaging
officials of the Department of Labor
and other agencies of the government, as well as the interest ot
sociologists, welfare workers and civic
organizations throughout the United
States.
More than 100 boys and girls under
twenty are waiting trial on charges of
burglary, banditry, automobile thefts
and other crimes in Washington, Baltimore, New York and other big cities,
according to data in possession of officials. Nearly a score of youths are

8
Lange.

Lance's unit paraded in Paris on lias-tilday. July 14, 1917, heralding the

coming of American troops to the aid
of the allies.
Following a brief preliminary training in the rear areas, the First division was assigned to the lines and
the unit to which Lange was assigned fought successfully In six major and a large number of minor enFrom all of these the
gagements.
young soldier emerged unscathed.
It was in Cantlgny that Carl Lange
assisted in carrying the body of Merle
Hay from the trenches. Hay was
the first Iowa boy killed and one ot

the object of worship by prehns been $
historic inhabitants,
found in a plowed field near j
Monk's Mound, the largest of
the Ciihokla group of Indian
mounds near here.
Dr. W. K. M.iorehead, scieu- j
tist, who Is directing excavation
work on the mounds, pro- nounced the find Important. He
suid only three other similar
serpents have been found in 5
J
American mounds.
The serpent is six inches long, 5
made of refined copper and has
s
four coils.
-

ROCKING CHAIR

HOME

MOTOR

Rocks
Baby,
Invention
Canadian
Washes Clothes, Sews and Fins
the Occupant.
Sorel, Que.

A

new invention

will

manufactured at Sorel if everything tunis out as well as expected.

he

This invention consists of a machine
actuated by a rocking chair which, it
is said, generates enough power to
run any machine In the house, such
as washing machines, faus, etc. The
Inventor and proprietor is J. T. Leui-yr- e

of Mnsklnonge and the organizer
Is J. P. Part of Australia. Several
of the industrial heads of Sorel went
to Insnect the Invention and commend
it for the country where no other
power Is available.

The old racing yacht America has been presented to the t'nlted States navy, or rather sold to it for $1,
of gentlemen who contributed to a restoration fund. The ceremonial party is here seen leaving the yacht

afler the transfer.

Was Not Enough
Helium for ZR-- 2
World's Supply of Nonexplosive
Balloon Gas Would Not
Have Filled Gas Bag.
PROFESSOR

Georgia Man Raises
Family of Rattlers
Anierlcus, Ga. M. W. Bryant,
living in the ltlft neighborhood,
has hatched out a brood of nine
rattlesnakes
after
having
crushed the tnnthcr snake, which
measured over six feet and had
nine rattles, killed it and took
the eggs home, where he placed
them in a box of sand for Incubation. Each egg hatched and
the little fellows measured 12
laches. They are under observation.

Lloyd George on His Holiday

of Government's
Experiments
With Helium and Cost of Producing It In Experimental Stages-Fo- und
in Three States.

Tells

Lawrence, Kan. All the helium or
nouexploslve bulloon gas now available lu the world would have been en,
the
tirely Inadequate to lift the
dirigible that was to have been the
nucleus of America's air navy, accord-luto a statement by Prof. 11. P. duly
ot the University of Kansas department of chemistry. Doctor Only discovered that helium was a constituent
of the natural gas of Kansas, Oklahoma nnd Texas, und performed notable experiments In the early days of
the World war in developing processes
for commercial production of helium.
Before the war, he said, probubly
not more than a hundred cubic feet
of this gas hud been obtulued In a
fairly pure state, and that was secured
at a cost of $1,700 to $2,000 a cubic
foot for experimental purposes. Total
production after extensive experiments by the United States govern
ment probably does not exceed itOO.OOO
cubic feet up to the present, but while
the cost of production hns been reduced greatly, still this cost, compared
to the cost of hydrogen, commonly
used for Inflating balloons, Is tremendously high.
Forced to Use Hydrogen.
"It Is not strange, then," said Doctor Cady, "that England used the com
paratively Inexpensive hydrogen for
the ZH-2- .
During the experimental
stages the gas hag had to be emptied
at times to allow changes In the structure. Practically the only place to get
the helium Is from the natural gas of
Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas, und
thus far processes of reduction have
not been perfected.
Only 1 per cent
or less of the natural gas Is helium
and this helium lias to be refined to u
purity of 90 per cent or better before
It has the noninflamniable quality demanded for safety In balloon construc

waiting court action on charges ot
murder and manslaughter.
Juvenile courts in all big cities are
crowded Willi offenders. In several
cities additional Judges have been assigned to juvenile courts to clean up
the dockets.
Iteforinatorles, detention homes and
houses of refuge to which police send
boys and girls of tender nge to await
court action are crowded In all sec
Hons of the country.
Favors Training Camps.
Attorney-Genera- l
has
Daugherty
given the problem much consideration,
In a memorandum to President Hard
lag, Mr. Daugherty suggested the es
tablishment of federal camps for the
training of boy offenders. The citizenship branches of the Interior and Labor departments are also studying the
problem with a view to making recommendations for reform and training
of youthful lawbreakers.
On the
possibility of diminishing child crime
throughout the country depends In
great measure the nation's future
standard of citizenship, officials say.
Attorney-Genera- l
Daugherty recommended to the President that the government convert into reformatory training camps for boy lawbreakers some of
the army cantonments. He planned to
train there the youthful offenders In
craftsmanship of various kinds and the
value of clean and upright living.
This combined course of training In
work and ethics would make good
citizens of many boys who come Into
collision with the police, Mr. Daugherty
believes.
Under the present system of
sending them to penitentiaries and so- called reformatories little real reform
Is accomplished, according to the
who believes many
tion.
youths finish serving their sentences
"I am Inclined to think helium never
with a bitter hatred of society which
transforms them Into habitual crim- will come Into general use for commercial airships, if such vehicles he
inals.
The increase of crime by children come common. The limited quantity
now sweeping the entire country has of the material, Its high cost and Its
Its counterpart In F.nglnnd, Germany, value In war balloons probably will
France and many other countries, re- make It Imperative for the government
all helium for its own use."
ports show. It is believed to be a to reserve
Doctor Cady explained that even th
direct result of the war wnen hundreds
of young boys mid girls were left prnc. best balloon covers did not prevent
tically without parental guidance of entirely theescopeof lifting gases, and
the right, kind.
With fathers and it Is necessary constantly to supply
older brothers away at viu mothers fresh gas. Tills Is more true of by
in many cases could not restrain Imdrogen than of helium, but Iho wast
pulses of their sons and daughters, age is there, and the continued opera
with the result thnt the children sought tlou of even a small fleet of war balevil companions and were led Into loons would demand a constant supply
of fresh helium. Experiments at the
criminal habits.
University of Kansas showed that the
Many Boys Turn Bandits.
Itecords of the police In New York
and other eastern cities are filled
with facts concerning the arrest of boy
burglars find bandits whose nges are
found to be hut fourteen and fifteen
years. The number of offenders under
But Country Is Full of Mosquitoes
twenty years Is enormous, officials say.
Data showing the exact relation bein Summer.
tween the numbers of adult and child
lawbreakers now Is being collected
from police In many centers.
Ladies Forced to Wear Layer of PaGangs of hoys are responsible for a
per Under Stockings as Armor
large number of holdups now occurring
Plate Against Vicious Attacks
In big cities, police say.
of Insects.
It
Police find
difficult to cope with
child crime because In many cases the
Washington. Aluska has millions
crime represents the first attempt. It
of
mosquitoes, but not one house fly.
Is the amateur burglar and footpad
This Is the Information that Is brought
who Is most difficult to arrest.
back from that territory by Dr. J. M.
The ease with which boy bandits are
of the United States national
able to obtain firearms in most cities Aldrich
who made an Insect survey
museum,
is one cause of child crime, It Is asthere this summer.
sumed.
Hordes of mosquitoes during the
Alaskan summer in places as far
Wife's Value $25.
north as Seward and Fairbanks, proLondon. Justice Ilorrldge granted vide continual entertainment for the
a divorce to Thomas Klvln, a leather
Inhabitants, who, however, do not
demer.
Elvln Insisted on damages, al- have to contend with the ravages of
so, and the court ordered Muck Camp-lln- , the domestic fly.
the man In the case, to pay the
"When the ladles of Alaska wish to
wronrnd hushum! JUS.
woar thin ud filmy silk stockings
ZK-2-

atto-

rney-general,

NO

I'm

CADY GIVES FACTS

g

Considers Plan to Use Army Training
Camps for Offenders Wayward
Girls and Boy Bandits on
the Increase.

M.

East St. Louis, 111. A copper
serpent, believed to have been -

Swept by Wave
of Child Crime
Criminal Charges.

Carl

Navy Gets the Old Racing Yacht America

Copper Serpent Found
Near Noted Monk's Mound

All His Medals
Nebraska Youth Has Wonderful

ODERTO CUPFUL.

of Premier Lloyd George's holiday in Scotland was spent at Bialr
castle, seat of the duke of, Atholl, who is here seen helping Lloyd George
a Croat the moors.

HOUSE

by

at

a trnmbef
Annapolis

Find Natural Gas
in

helium must bo nenrly 00 per cent
pure In order to be safe. Similar experiments In Canada allowed comparatively small explosions when mixtures
containing only 75 per cent of helium
were Ignited.
Find Helium in U. S.
Tbo attempts to produce helium In
commercial quantities in the United
States date from 11)10. The year before the Kngllsh government
had
sought samples of gas from America
la Its search for helium for use lu airships. The United States was not then
at war and proceeded cautiously. Dr.
It. It. Moore of the United States bureau of mines, who had received the
ItrltlNh communication, recalled that
Doctor Cady aud his assistant, D. F.
McFurland, bad discovered the gas In
unusual quantities in the
natural gas, and later Doctor
Cady and C. W. Selbel, also of the Uni
versity of Kansas, were employed In
the plans for the construction later of
three helium plants In Texas.
Two small plants were completed In
March and May, 1018, and began the
production of helium. Their output
was not great, but 200,000 cubic feet
of helium had been produced nnd
much of It hud been compressed into
cylinders for shipment to France when
the signing of the armistice made that
unnecessary. A third plant at Petro11a, Texas, near Fort Worth, was com
pleted a few days before the armistice,
and experimentation
was continued
there after the war until halted by
diminished appropriations.

Abandoned

Well

Ottawa, Out. An accidental
discovery of natural gas at Oro-n(hit., a few days ago, has
caused quite a sensation in that
district. William Nenl, having
bought a farm upon which a dry
well bad been abandoned, decided to try to get water and,
with that end In view, engaged
the services of a well digger.
After going down several feet
It was found thnt there
m gas
coming up. The old well was
stopMd at 70 feet and the new
portion was not much deeper
when the gas wus found.

"MEANEST MAN"

ROBS GIRL

Takes Locket and 25 Cents From
Child on Way to Store in New
York City.

4

New

York.

man" stole
n

a

Gotham's
"meanest
and 25 cents from

locket
girl.

,

,

Angelina I.etnpo had been Intrusted
with a quarter nnd sent to a nearby
grocery to purchase some butter. A
man with a red mustache lured her to
another street, telling her he knew a
place where she could get the butter
for nothing. Monnwhlle he took the
25 cents from her, took off her tiny
locket to have It "polished free of
charge" and then gave her a paper ta
deliver to a mythical woman lu a nearby hallway.
When she returned after; a vuln
search for the woman, the ninu with
the red bristles had disappear'- '
-

HAS THE LARGEST LIVING SNAKE
National

Park

Zoological

Ac-

quires Monster Python.
Monster That Once Roamed In the Malay Forests Measures 25 Feet From
Tip of Its Head to Its
Tail.
Washington. The world's largest
captive snake Is now nn Inhabitant of
the National zoological park in Washington.
It Is a large regal or reticulated python that once roamed in the Malay
From the tip of Its head to
forest.
Us tall Is about 2D feet long.
This
species of python grows to bo larger
in size than any snake lu existence,
and while
that measured
a little less than lit! feet long was
once killed, it is believed that the
snake now In Washington Is the
largest on exhibition.
A special cage of extra thick glass
was built to house the new python,
which came from New York In a
wooden box perforated with
heavy
small boles to allow circulation of air.
The large python did not dine on lis
journey, as It only goes to dinner
once In three or four weeks. Hut these
Infrequent meuls usually consist of a
large pig or even a small deer or
which Is crushed to death lu
the coils of the snake and then swallowed whole and digested while the

FLIES

IN

ALASKA

they have to place a protective layer of paper underneath as an armor
plate against the mosquitoes," Is one
story that ho has to tell, Laborers

wear mosquito nets und heavy gloves.
Smudges are a national Institution
there. They are everywhere. In the
Interior the Alaskan summer Is sufficiently warm for swimming. Hut
this sport must be accompanied by a
ceremony. The boys construct a hut
of brunches on the bank of the stream,
protect It from mosquitoes by a
smudge, and enter and exit from the
dash.
water with a mosquito-defyinAlaskan mosquitoes do not net. as
carriers of malaria und yellow fever
as do those of the United States and
tropics, but they are very vicious.
They llterully llll the air. In one
net about
sweep of nn
his heud, Doctor Aldrich was able to
capture 110 mosquitoes by actual
g

Insect-collectin-

count.

The absence of bouse flies In Alaska
raised the question as to whether
there Is a northern limit to the bouse
has

snake pusses away the time lying
partly submerged In cool water until
Its next meal time arrives.
if this great regal python were a
star attraction In a circus, ho would
as a "boa conprobably be
strictor that eats men alive,"
According to Dr. N. Ilolllster, superintendent of the National Zoological
park, who was chairman of the new
python reception committee, most ol
the snakes (hut are shown In the
"greatest shows on earth" nnd advertised as boa constrictors are pythons,
which nre usually larger snakes. The
circus variety of python Is usually the
rock or black species thut grows 12
to 15 feet long and are found In South
America.
These do not compare in
size with I he larger regal species thut
are found In the Malay regions, parts
of Asia and Hie Philippines.
The
Washington 7.00 has three specimens,
of the smaller pythons.
The new snake has been secured as
part payment for a baby hlppopota-muthut the National Zoological park
raised lust year. Most of the additions to the zoo are secured by exchange In this way. The new pyihon
arrived In New York from the Orient
through the regular commercial channels of caged animal trading.
The. world's largest snake cost $2
per pound. Us exchange value wus
$"1X1,
und It Is estimated to weigh
close to 2,r0 pounds.
bally-hooe-

d

s

Heretofore, It bus been assumed
the domestic fly accompanies
man wherever life Is possible, but Doctor Aldiich's observation has thrown
n new light on the subject.
The
of horses ami their manure
In large
quantities may be a minor
reason for the absence of tlie house
fly, but climate seems to bo the principal one. Fven In the southern end
of Alaska's panhandle at Ketchikan
there are salmon factories, houses
and stores, all unscreened, ami with
absolutely no traces of the t( 11011
A few of the rarer flies that are
fly.
found In the United Slates also live
In Alasku, but in Insignificant numbers.
Insects from the interior of Alaska
were collected by Doctor Aldrich for
the first time. The valley of the Tun-an- a
river, a tributary of the Yukon,
Is very much like the northern
part
of Minnesota, and the region around
Lake Superior so far ns Insects are
concerned, he has found. Doctor
trip extended from Seward
to Fairbanks, along the route of the
government railfly.

that

partially-complete-

way,

d
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

Jan Christian mui
l4TV

A COATED

TONGUE?

What It Mean
A bad breath, coated tongue, bad taste
In the mouth, languor and
debility, are
usually signs that the liver is out o( order.
At such times one should take a pleasant
laxative. Such & one is made of May-appl- e,
leaves of aloe and put into ready-to-us- e
form by, Dr. Pierce, nearly tiftv
years ago, and sold for 25 ceuts by ail
druggists as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta.
San Antonio, Texas "It. gives ma

e

cwMan'Oui Africa

SPECIAL Rl XH NKIIVH
yuu mention Ibla paprr
flrma hHutv.

Of

HOME
ALWAYS

ts

Write
Bir H Mail.

pleasure to recommend Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets as doing what they are
advertised to do. I have used them in my
family for nearly fifty years, with never-fadisuccess.'
Rev. John C. Groth,
827 Denver Blvd.

KT1IA
Sixteenth

Ii2fi

IIIH'KH AU

vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken ia
teaepoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It i; nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of
purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

My

If you need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at nil drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish tirst to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper Advertisement.

IOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN.
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new

In
always coming
(lid Latin proverb.
Various writers In tin 111 ll It"
press seem to think Unit Oils proverb Is us true tuny lis It wiih 2,000
I years ago nml Unit the "new thing"
I of those hitler (lays IIs 11 "ntnv iiiiin"

oiil of AIYirn.

(l
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Ntiitcsintinslilp
Christian Smuts, minister of
defense nf lie lllhin of South
(if course, the phrase "new rniiii" has h
hmk lul moaning an they apply It to "Slim .lamile"
Smuts, fur lie has lieen n growing worldllgine for
several years.
iy "new mini" Ihey menu "new
lender." l''or (loin Paul ICniegcr's lighting general
of twenty years ago
being discussed prelly
nnicli nil over the world ns ii possible lender of
Unit new British empire which Smuts himself
1

Who Were

For deiilb itself would be sweet

Jim
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outlines:

'"J'tie old prewar British empire In gone. In the
of colonies or Kiiliuriliiiiile tuitions clustering
liround one master mitloii.
The British empire
Ih developing Into n real league of nations, n
group of partner peoples."
SinnU Ih looked upon hy many, says Sir I'lilllp
KeiiKO

!lbhl, the noled British correspondent, In the
Kprliihlleld Uepiihlleiin, (in "the new lender
lit) h been waiting fur" nnd the proper
to Lloyd George.
Says Sir I'lilllp:
"Why not miilce HiiiiiIh our next prime minister?
A liner, edncnted lit
Cambridge nnd against us In
Month Afrleii, Is liardly udiuited In he prime minister of Nnglnnd, mt hi milder things have happened
hi Knghind." Sir I'lilllp calls Sniuls " a man who
never looks hack for regret or vengeance, hut always forward with free anil eniiriigeouH vision,"
nnd concludes with this statement:
"There are
men In ICngltiixl today In hluli places as well us
low who say he Is the man we lire looking for,"
Tim livening World of New York nrguos at
length that the British empire inu.st he transformed iiilit an association of nations and declares Hmiils to he the logical head of the new
mid greater empire. The Chrlslhm Science Mont-ta- r
of Itoston says he has iihvnys served high
IiIchIb ami served hem "In u way which has ever
Inspired a strange fimfldem-that he was not
closing his eyes to mistakes, where mistakes were
made, and that his devotion was Inspired hy a
much larger concept of things Hum that Involved
In the generally accepted meaning of the word
lialrlnllsm."
In shorl, practically the entire
press of the
VJniteU States Inn been
throwing homiucts to this
Itoer farmer's hoy of the veld. The concensus of
opinion seems to he (hut he must he given it place
among the world's greatest living statesmen and
H
fronl rank uinong the lenders of the llrltlsh
empire.
Most people know vaguely that this same British empire Is so vast that the Mm never sets on
Its nag. In fact, It Is so vast thnt to
catalogiit;
Us possessions Is dlillciilt.
There Is a hint of Its
extent In the title of the llrltlsh sovereign-"(ieorgV
of the lilted Kingdom
of tlreat
llrlt alii and Ireland, and of the llrltlsh Dominions
IWyond the Seas, Defender of (he Faith,
Kniperor
of India." These "Dominions Ileyoml the Seas"
evlond to every continent nnd consist of
dominions, crown colonies ami protector-Ml- s
nnd other dependencies.
As everyone linows, the I'lilicl
Kingdom
uf Ifcigland nnd Wales, Scotland, Ireland
nnd
the channel Islands. In Kurope there are (ilhral-tar- .
Malm. Cyprus, etc. luillit, Ituniin,
Ceylon and
n score of other
possessions lie In Asia. In Africa
Its Hag wines over more than 2,lMHI,tXK)
miles. Including Kgypt and the South Africansipinro
In Australasia are Australia,
Tasmania,
tins, New Zealand nnd l'aclllc Islands. On the
Western Hemisphere Its vast holdings Include
Omnia, New l'otindlaml and Labrador, llrltlsh
flulm-nud various West lndhui Islands.
die ItriliNh empire conlnlns iibout 12,000,-00Sipiare miles and 4rH),(KM).(H)0 people.
No the ltriltsli empire is
strongly suggestive of
league of nut tons. Moreover, the World war
a
produced
noteworthy effect. There were those
Who predicted that die llrltlsh
empire would go
to pieces under the strain of that titanic conflict.
On die contrary, l.'ngland's needs brought out
proof of loyalty from lur colonies. The
(to were insde stronger. Yet In the end the net
lewilt whs thnt Ilio Ilritlsh empire came out of
lite World war rather, us SiiiiiIh puts It, "n group
of psrUier peoples" than "subordinate nations
clustering around one master nation."
Whatever may he the future of Smuts, his past
S Interfwllng.
lie whs born a little more than
m me i rausvniii, on a rurm in the
any jpri
wewriTi nuiine hi uie ivarroo Country. Ills
Iloer father and gruiidfather were farmers. lie
!
rj(ot
eHy Oiicatloa In the Trausvaal and then
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went to Cambridge for u university cilticiitlon In
law.
Hack again In South Africa, he practiced
law nnd politics. Then he became 1'niil Kmegcr's
secretary of slate. Probably bis stale letters to
London had more than a little to do with bringing
on the Itoer Hrltlsh war of
Into that
t
little conflict he went ns n private.
It was about this time that Sir Alfred Mllner
and Smuts had their famous eneounler, which Is
thus described by Stephen llonsal In tho New York
Times :
"Mllner Is reported to Imve pleaded with his
young and promising antagonist much In those
words :
"'Stop, look where yon are going, Smuts. You
are digging your political grave without knowing
It, I think, Knglund will never forgive or forget
this and you a Cambridge man one of our
iHly-J!HI-

hard-fough-

own

'

"'Yes!

I was nlniost an I'.ngllslunnn,
too," Smuts is said to have nnswercd,
"Hut the
Jameson raid proved to me thnt I wasn't. I'm going with (loui I'mil Krueger, not hectuiHe I'm a
Dutchman or a
but because lie Is
right nnd I want to be right, l'erhups soino day
Knglund will see who were her real friends and
who were her real foes, but In the meantime I
shall do my duty as I see It very clearly.'"
llow Interesting the meeting between these two
men as colleagues on the llrltlsh delegation to the
Paris pence conference !
Thnt w" '.men lour years. The llrltlsh enlistments totaled 45),KK) and those of the Iloers
The llrltlsh disunities were 24,000 and those
of the lloers 4,(KK), with lO.lKKI prisoners.
The
main cause of the war wns the discontent of the
"outlanders."
The terms of pence were that the
Moors gave allegiance to Grout r.rltnln nnd wore
granted full amnesty nnd the return of their
propel ty.
Smuts emerged from the war n genernl. If he
had considerable share In bringing oa the wnr, lie
probably had more to do with bringing nhout
pence. For he was one of the Boer peuce commissioners who met General Kitchener nnd I,ord Mllner.
Incidentally, Smuts'
puss bore
tho signature, "D, llalg, Colonel." Yes; this Is
the s.iune l'Meld Marshal Sir Douglas HalK, with
whom Gen. Jan Christian Smuts stood shoulder
to shoulder against the Germans, Of the part
played by Smuts la bringing about pence In 1002
Edwin C. Hill writes In the New York HeTuhl:
"It was us one of the liner pence commissioners
who met General Kitchener and Sir Alfred Mllner
that Sniuls rose to the rank of n statesman. The
commissioners had been tumble to agree and the
Itoers returned to their convention of national
to obtnln new Instructions about surrenderFor dnys the convention wns
ing uncontlltlonnlly.
The delegates refused to legisat loggerheads.
late the republics out of existence. At length
Smuts gained a hearing, lie told them the truth
about the situation. He said that It was Impossible to tight longer, that they could expect no help
from Euroisj and Anierlcn, and that further resistance meant useless bloodshed.
" 'Brethren,' he declared, In what Is regarded
s
ns one of the most eloquent
among
and certainly one of the most momentous speeches
ever mnile In that country, 'we hnve vowed to
atnnd fast to the hitter end. Let Us be men and
acknowledge that Unit end has now come and that
It Is mora bitter than ever we thought It could be.

I

thought

Soutli-Afrlcn-

100,-00-

dele-gnt-

South-African-

com pared with the
step which we must now take. Hut let us bow
before the will of God.
"'The future is dark, Indeed, but we will not
gtve up courage nor hope and trust In God. No
one shall convince me Unit Ibis unparalleled sacrl-tic- e
which tho African nation bus laid upon the
altar of freedom will be in vain, It bus been a wnr
for freedom and not only for the freedom of the
lloers, hut for the freed. mi of nil the nations of
South Africa. Its results we leave in God's hands.
Perhaps It is Ills will to lend our nation through
defeat, through abasement, yes, and even through
the valley of the shadow of death, to the glory of
a nobler future, to the light of a brighter day.'"

Sniuls prevailed. And his "brighter day" dime
quickly. Death had removed Cecil Ithodes, for
quarter of a century the dominating personality on
the Imperial side In South African politics, the mnn
"morally culpable" In the famous "Jameson raid,"
the diamond king who left by will practically his
whole fortune of $30,000,000 to the public service.
Within a few years nfter the war, under the leadership of liothu nnd Smuts, the Boer nation arose
out of the wreck of the Boer republics. In 1910
Cape Colony, Natal, Orange Free State and the
Transvaal became the Union of South Africa, with
the consent and approval of the British government. It contains 473,000 square miles nnd 0,000,-00- 0
napeople. It Is practically a
tion. It has a liberal constitution and a parliament and the Boers are In the majority.
Both
the English nnd Dutch languages are official.
Smuts wns still engaged on the task of holding
together these confederated colonies when the
World war called him ngnln Into the field. This
time he went In ns the head of nn nnny and took
(ieriiuin Kast Africa from the Germans.
The necessities of the British empire then
called Smuts to England for counsel. The war
won, Smuts took a major place at the pence conference through sheer mornl force and Intellect.
He hn.d much to do with forming the League of
Nations, lie helped construct the treaty and ho
signed It. But he filed a memorandum of protest
and explanations ns to terms forced Into It against
his will. That protest, his admirers suy, marks
him as a prophet as well ns statesman.
Smuts has been called un "able compromiser,"
an "opportunist In politics" nnd "all things to
all men." And his nickname In his own country
trekkers Is "Slim .Tannle,"
among the
"Slim" meaning tricky, slick, evasive.
The career of Smuts, however, scorns to support the view of his admirers that In matters of
principle he has always stood steadfast ns bedrock, ills admirers put It this way: "He hns a
way of overlooking unesseti'lnl details which
smaller men stumble over." They assert thnt he
Is an
man of firm will, determined
chnructer, great experience nnd hard common
sense. They also speak with admiration for his
tact. It is this tact that earned for hliU the "Slim"
Boers. He has nn easy tact which
of tho
makes for nmlnblllty nnd smooths over disagreeable situations.
Also, he Is Just about the best
whist player In South Africa nnd the old Boers
thought he wns very wicked because he played
cards
In the old Boer household, such as Smuts came
Is always boilfrom, says Mr. Hill, the coffee-po- t
ing. With a cup of coffee nnd a piece of biltong
(dried meat) the Boer enn fight or trek all day
long. Smuts' only had hnblt, If It enn he called
a bad hnblt. Is addiction to coffee. He neither
drinks liquor of any kind nor smokes, and he eats
sparingly.
man and his
He Is essentially an
body Is wiry and rnngy. He has the stride of a
man familiar with long mnrches and the natural
swing of one who Is nt home In the snddle. He
speaks with vigor and sometimes with emotion.
The Boer Is not a demonstrative or emotional
person, nnd Smuts hns much of the raclnl reserve.
At times he Is an Inspired orntor, and something
of his place In the world Is due to his eloquent
tongue. He seems to lack the tricks of the spellHe Is forceful, convincing and
binder's trade.
persuasive.
There is a strong religious trend In the character of General Smuts. He comes of a strain of
men who went Into battle with supplications to
God upon their lips, a stock that held In ridicule
aud couteinpt the godless ways of other people.
g
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"Is your husband much of a talker?"
"Really, 1 can't say. 1 never gave him
chance enough to determine."
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I
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lark Twain's
Corncob Starters?
Mark Twain's favorite pipe was a
corncob. Perhaps you've never heard
how his new corncobs were broken in.
He said: "I get a cheap man a
man who doesn t amount to much
anyhow, who would be as well, or better, dead and pay him a dollar to
break in the pipe for me. I get him to
smoke the pipe for a couple of weeks,
then put in a new stem, and continue
operations as long as the pipe holds
together."
We wonder how many, if any,' of
Mark Twain's corncob starters are
alive today.
If there ever were any, we don't believe that a great enough number survive to overwork our
We're going to send samples of
Edgeworth Tobacco to any who send
us their names and addresses.
We're not going to ask them to produce the stems as proof.
We put writers on their honor.
In fact, we're inclined to send samples to all who write to us that they
knew the grand
old American

CO..

,

mail-des- k.

'

humorist and

smoker.
He knew a lot
of people, but
we guess we can
risk sending out
a

little more

Edgeworth. It
seems to make

regular

Edge-wor-

th

smokers
in a big majorof
cases.
ity
We promise
not to publish
their letters, no
matter how well they speak of
no matter how good are the
smokers' stories they tell us about
Mark Twain and others unless the
writers happen to say that they are
willing to have said letters published.
We've heard quite a number of good
stories about pipe smokers, but there
must be a lot we haven't heard.
You may know some stories that
others would enjoy reading in this
column.
Probably they're worth samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice
and
In any case, we'll send you samples,
whether you have a good story to tell
us or not.
Edgeworth Plug Slice is shaped into
flat, oblong cakes.
Through these
cakes keen knives are run that cut
them into thin slices. In its box it. appears a solid cake, but each slice separates easily from the cake and when
rubbed between the hands furnishes
nn average pipeload.
is exEdgeworth Ready-Rubbactly the same as Plug Slice, exca.pt
before
is
that it
rubbed up
packing.
Both kinds pack so well that they
and
burn
light quickly
evenly to the
bottom of your pipe.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
suit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
and Edgeworth
d
are
packed in small, pocket-siz- e
packages,
in handsome tin humidors, and glass
,
and also in various handy
S-squantities.
We will send you samples of both
kinds, postpaid.
Address Larus & Brother Company,
41 South 21st Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
d
would pay the jobber,
Edge-wort-
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Tampa In Bad Storm.
Fla. The
business
Jacksonville,
ni'ctiiiti of Tiinipii was iiraclicitlly
flooded under tliroc feci: of water as a
result of the gulf .storm, accordinif to
advices
over crippled transmission
lines. Xo loss of life luis been reported, but industry is at a standstill.
The entire west coasl of Florida is
feeling the effects of the storm and
is virtually Isolated Insofar us
is concerned.
Tampa Is
without lijrlit, telegraph, telephone or
street car service, according to
Four Dead From Fumigating Gas.
Cleveland. Three women and one
mini were found dead hi an east end
apartment bunding here, the victims,
police say, of asphyxiation, caused by
i'luiilgating gas. They hail been dead
apparently for twelve hours. According to the authorities, faniigaliou was
slarlecl In n restaurant which occupies
the first and second floors of the
The gas is believed to have
building.
seeped through the, floors and up a
dumb waiter connecting the upper stories and caught the tenants without
warning.
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Coffee
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naturally feel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rookidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The name standard of
purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in
every
bottle of Swamp-Root- .
is
It
scientifically
compounded from

.
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Formality Not Desired.
Suits t--'.
Formally .$40.
He need not put on any dog with
us. Boston Transcript.
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Some Lose; Some Don't.
New York. Sorrow Invaded the
ranks of lml a hundred New York fat
women, attempting to reduce through
scientific training. Two bud grown
futler. Forty-eigh- t
of the reducing
cIiihs visited the scales and rejoiced
they showed an average loss in seven
days of six pounds, five ounces. But
Ada Parker screamed she whs futter
by two and a tinlf pounds nnd now
Lillle Ice groaned. Fil
weighs
tered at 177, she now weighs 171).
f

Spaniards Take Mount Arruit.
Minister of War Cirva announced thnt Mount Arruit bad been
occupied without losses. The troops,
however, found the bodies of S(X) Spanish soldiers killed when the position
was captured by the Moors. Two hundred dead horses also were found. The
Spanish warship ('ataluua has gone to
to safeguard .Spanish Interests
there, ('ninnmnlcntlon with Portugal
Is difficult, although some trains are
Madrid.

running.

Cuba Cuts Expenses.
Havana, Cuba. Budget
reduction
lias been approved by the House of
It voted to
Itoprescntntlves.
the report of the mixed legislative
commission fixing government expenditures at approximately $48,000,01 K)
for the current fiscal year. With various executive depart nient authorizations the cost of government will be increased to $(S,",000,000.
net-op- t

Townley Loses In Petition.
Washington. The Supreme Court
refused a petition of A. C. Townley
and Joseph Gilbert, ns president and
manager, respectively, of the National
Nonpnrtisnu League, fnr review of
their conviction before the Minnesota
courts on charges growing out of
their alleged activities in opposition
to the nation's war activities.
Six Killed in Holdup.
, Mexico
City. Six persons were
killed, five were wounded nnd registered express pneknges valued at
pesos were stolen when a band of
twenty highwaymen held up a train at
Aticnpotzalco, three miles northwest
of this city.
200,-00- 0

Settles Religious Question.
Springfield, 111. Controversy over
the religions affiliations
of David
Lloyd George, prime minister of Great
Britain, who has been claimed by both
Disciples of Christ and Baptists, has
been settled by l.loyd George himself,
nfter the manner of a Solomon, choosing neither the one nor the other but
In a letter reclaiming them both.
sponding to a query, the prime minister wrote that he Is "a member of the
Disciples of Christ but attends the.
Baptist chupel."

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
Ct

Watch Your Kidneys

!

That "bad back" is probably due to
It shows in a dull,
kidneys.
throbbing backache or sharp twinges

weak

when stooping.
too, dizzy spells,
ing and irregular
neglect it there
gravel or Tiright's

You have headaches,
a tired, nervous feelkidney action. Don't
is danger of dropsy,
disease! Use Doan'g
Kidney Pills. Thousands have saved
themselves more serious tilments by
the timely use of Doan's. Ask your

neighbor!

A Colorado Case

taxi-

A. Bruton,

dermist and shoeMain
maker.

Delta, Colo.,
says: "My back
was lame and
hurt me when I
stooped. My kidneys were disordered and the seSt..

cretions unnatu
ral. The drinking

of snow
witter
when I was in
the m o u n tains

this
trouble on. I heard brought
of Doan's Kidney
Pills and tried them. Doan'g benefited
me in every way and I haven't had
any symptoms of kidney trouble for
a long time."

a. xj
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Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c a Bol

&

kidnit
PILLS

N. Y.

FOSTER M1LBURN CO.. BUFFALO,

Gone for Good.
"Now," said the great magician,
rolling up his sleeves to show that he
had no concealed mechanism to deceive the eyes, "I shall attempt my
experiment."
Taking from his pocket a half dol:
said
"I shall cause this coin
lar lie
to disappeur utterly."
So saying lie loaned It to a friend.
never-failin-

g

NAME "BAYER" IS ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

Take Tablets Without Fear,
See the

You

s
If you want the true,
Aspirin, us prescribed by physicians for
over twenty-onyears, you must ask
for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The "Bayer Cross" Is stumped on
each tablet and appears on each pack
age for your protection against Imita
tions. Ad vertlseinent.
world-famou-

e

To yourself be true, Is a threadbare
old maxfm ; but one can't and talk
all the time.
The person who has no will of his
own has an mcurame malady.

toTRIKEj

Its
oasted
Notice this delicious

flavor when you

smoke Lucky Strike
it's sealed in by
the toasting process
ii'ltoUv--t

Patricia Crawford

"After

seline
RefUS.Ptt.OH.

PETROLEUM JELLY

For burns, cuts,
sprains and all

sldn irritations.

Relieves dryness

of scalp.

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES

CHESEESOD6H MFC CO.
New York
Stoic Stmt
(COMMUOATtOI

VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric add
troubles are most dangerous be- -

miim nf their insidious attacks.
we.A th first
they eive
that they need attention by taking
war-nin-

e

COLD MEDAL
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Next time you
want to concentrate on a piece
of work just slip

astickofWRlGLEVS
between your teeth.

Ma

S

It's a wonderful help
and
in dally tasks
sports as well.
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THE WIDEAWAKE STAR

0K

night when nil
been tucked

the little stars

lifted a corner of one out popped the

little star, for, of course, It, too, awoke
as soon as the blanket was lifted.
Then off ran Wldo Awnke Star and
the other lltle star, and pretty soon
they had all the stars nwuke, too, and
off went the cloud blanket sailing

tiaza ras

places come easy

for WRICLEY'S
gives you comfort
and poise -- It adds

the zest that
means success.
A great deal

THE

no even one fan show up jusa greata
beega crowd. My frlen try explaina
weeth me wot da fan was een da baseball, but I am too moocha mad for
leesten. I declda was too many word
meana siima ting een deesa country.
Wot you tink?
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disappear
and hard

Why?
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The
Flavor
Lasts
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SEALED TIGHT
KEPT RIGHT

EI
HlllllU
If you can't have what you like, try
to like what you have.
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP

Earning Her Title.

"A Yates Center woman," says Dick
Truehlood, "has to look after a sport
lug son, n gambling husband mill u
painted daughter, nnd for Hint reiixon
to her us 'The
the neighbors r

Irritation, Soothes and Hsals Director of Sports.' "
Topkn Oipllal.
Throat and Lung Inflammation.

Allay

The
cough
brane
gested
gently

almost constant Irritation of a
keeps the delicate mucous memof the throat and lungs In a concondition, which Boschee's Syrup
and quickly soothes and hculs.
For this reason It has been a favorite
household remedy for colds, coughs,
bronchitis and especially for lung
troubles In millions of homes all over
the world for the last
years,
enabling the patient to obtain a good
night's rest, free from coughing, with
easy expectoration In the morning.
You can buy Boschee's Syrup wherever
medicines are sold. Advertisement.
fifty-fiv-

A dangerous iillineiit will make a
man so careful that he lies to he Is'

Sure

Relief

e

The outcome of a new business
on the Income.

en-

terprise depends

DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,
SWEATER AND DRAPERIES

6 BELL-AtyHot water
Sure Relief
S

LL'ANS
RE
WfOR

INDIGESTION!

EAS Y TO

Each parkage of "Diamond Dyes" contains direction so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby diensi'S,
skirts, waists, coats, stnrkinits, sweaters,

coverings, draperies, hangings. evcrythinK,
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond l)ye" no other kind then perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond
Dyes are (niaranteed not to spot, fade,
streak, or run. Tell your dniiKint whether
the material you wiii to dye is wool or
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton or
mixed goods, advertisement.
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MICE
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ELECTRIC PASTE

In bed with
BotUr Than Traps
Ready for U
cloud blankets
Dlructiuns lu 16 laiiicuuKon In 017 Inn.
Rain, Ml o, UnokruachMR, Ant and Watrlmn
over them, gentle South Wind, who
(Copyright.)
doHLrny fond and pro part y and am mrrtitn vt
dlRHiNn. Sifarm1 Electric I'ate fnnws Umwi vvmUi
bad come along that night to help
tlm building (or watnr and fnwtiaU.
It is easier for some men to sing to run from
them to sleep, flouted down to the away.
H6c and 11.60.
"Moiir y bud. If It falla"
no more winking and a hymn ilum speak the truth.
was
There
H. Uovarnuient bays it.
U.
below.
earth
A LINE 0' CHEER
Old Father Moon Man cannot take blinking; it was all twinkle now, for
care
of all the stars alone you know each little star was so full of bright MOTHER, QUICK! GIVE
By John Kendrick Bangs.
.
there are so many of them and he ness It could not keep slill and the
Makes Fords Last Longer
often gets some one to help; anyone clouds, who thought they were being
Advance Cork Insert Brake Linina loin
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
that happens to come aJong, for every
the vigorous shaking thai causes rattles and
SNEER INC AND CHEERING
one Is anxious to help old Father Moon
racks the car to pieces More its time. Tell
FOR
CHILD'S
BOWELS
Man.
Valoabb Fit bs
your dealer to install it,
F I'D a plan I wished to put
in clover
It was, of course, one of the nights
I'd rather cheer
that Father Moon Man did not work
Than try to sneer
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
or, rather, shine. He was giving the
over
It
of "California Fig Syrup." If the
taste
been
a
It
for
a
had
clouds chance,
So down wilii cavil and with sneer-I- n
long
little tongue Is coated, or If your child
K,
time since they had an evening all to
And let us give three cheers for
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
themselves.
ADVANCE
cheering.
or has colic, a teiispoonful will never
AUTOMOBILE
It was
South
Now
whether
gentle
(Copyrleht.)
ACCESSORIES
bowels.
In a few
fall to open the
Wind or old Father Moon Man himCORP
hours you can see for yourself how
1723 Pralria Atanua, Chicaao
self who was to blame, I do not know,
thoroughly It works all the constipabut one little star over In one corner
A Surmise.
tion poison, sour bile and waste from
of the sky did not have a cloud blanket
"Why Isn't there more building?"
the tender, tittle bowels nnd gives you
"Looks to me like the capitalists are put over It.
a well, playful child again.
to
the
listened
It
gentle
lullaby
on strike."
treated very badly, came scudding
Millions of mothers keep "California
It
Wind
and
South
snng,
though
O
to find old Mr. Moon t"lg Syrup" handy. They know a
about
winked and It blinked, It twinkled; Man totrying
complain of the twinkling
today saves a sick child toand the twinkle got the best of the stars.
morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
others, but Little Star did not go to
At lust they found him and woke "California Fig Syrup" which has diSaap 25c, Ointment 25 sal 50c, Tlta 25c.
sleep.
him up. "It Isn't fair," they suld. "You rections for bubies and children of all
Old Father Moon Man, being a fatold us your children were fast asleep ages printed on bottle. Mother I Xou
YOU CAN
ther, did not ko around and peek un- and that we should have the
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under
to
Kerry
so
Safe
alone,
1
for
began
Rafraabea.
often. Soothaa,
being
uncovered thnt did all the mischief.
C.,tt'filntal.iaA?iMW, Chirac, til
ltajVllaiai
Write
all
At
for
Adult.
the fleecy cloud blankets, and as It
Infantor
Druggists.
(Copyrlfht.)
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Let Cuticura Be
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Your Beauty Doctor

SAVE $5ftM
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"illUJil!

atandard remedy for the
disorder will often ward off these di
set and strengthen the Dody against
further attack. Three size, aU druggists.
Lek far Ik bum CaM Made! oa erenr has
aa4 ixirl a iuitetioa
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was much used umong the rurltans,
t
'If
uiT
and still prevails In icligious communities.
has the augury of
FELICIA that Is the significance
The pearl Is Felicia's tallsmanic I)
or her name. She Is the feminine stone. It Insures her charm, affabilMonday
of Felix, which seems to have been an ity and sincere friendships.
agnomen assumed by any Individual at Is her lucky day and 3 her lucky numwill when he considered himself un- ber. The daisy, signifying simplicity.
usually fortunate. It appears first In Is her flower. (Coi.yrinW.)
)
the reign of Herod Agrlppa. It means
happy" and has given rise to all man
ner of words untl names signifying
THE RIGHT THING
good fortune In modern languages.
AT
There are eleven masculine saints
by that name In the Kotuan calendar,
THE RIGHT TIME
and Felice, the feminine, first appears
In Italy, Spain
and the south of
By MARY MARSHALL DUFFEE
France. From Felice have come Felicia in England and Felise in France.
There was a Felicia w ho was queen of AT THE CIIKISTEXIXCS.
Navarre In 1007. The old Unmans had
No rule Is so general, which admits not
a Goddess of Happiness whom they
Burton.
r
of some exception.
called Fellcitas. The
a
St.
who
with
suffered
Carthuge
was a time when babies
was
and there was andressed
elaborately when
other Fellcitas under Antonlus I'lus,
whether
were christened,
they
who, with her seven sons, presented a
In church or at home.
this
took
place
Christian parallel to the mother in the The
christening robe was very long
Maccabees.
and wrought with a number of tucks
countless
Among the
popular
the
of
votaries
the
young and ruffles and puffs.
Through
Nowadays "movie" start none holds higher favor
Feliclta became popular these elaborate
have
robes
christening
than Patricia Crawford, who will be
In Italy, and this same character Is re
quite gone out of style among people readily recognized as having been seen
sponsible for the rise to favor of Fell-clt- e who
as
they In numerous popular productions.
keep abreast of manners
In France. Faustina is an Italian
In fact the elaborate chrisform of the snme name, but has never change. robe looks a little tawdry to
had popular favor. Felicia has always tening
us now and we suspect the mother
been the favorite form in
who dresses her babe In this way of
countries, though Felicity
being not well posted on prevailing
customs.
If you are planning to take your
baby to be christened have It dressed
DO WE SNEEZE?
In a simple white dress. This may be
be
of the finest material and may
nose is lined with membranes.
made by hand, but It should be devoid
of which Is a network of
of furbelows. It Is very nice to have
very tine nerves which are ex
the baby entirely In white, even to
sensitive. The function of
the robe in which he Is held. It Is tremely
membranes Is to catch and hold
these
bend
for
usual to uncover the child's
the Impure matter which comes Into
the ceremony but especially If the the nose
when air Is Inhaled. Sneezchurch Is draughty It should wear a
ing arises from the involuntary action
white
bonnet.
simple
those nose nerves In attempting to
If the child has a nurse It may be of
clear
the nose suddenly and violently.
the
to
the
church by
nurse,
brought
occurs when a particularly
It
only
but one of the sponsors or the godJob has to be done. Otherwise
mother should hold the baby In her quick
Is taken rare of
the ceremony begins and the Irritating matter
lika een da Uuitedu State arms when
by the secretions In the nose Itself.
minthe
receive
from
should
bnby
the
SKEWS
ees bouta seexa tousand
Smoke, pepper or other Irritants
or priest after the ceremony
word wot worka two Jobs sama ister
cause
sneezing because they rasp
I geeta acquaint weeth one lias taken place.
time.
against this fine network of nerves
asked
sometimes
Is
The
question
word wot meana one ting and nexa
not the minister should be and the latter seek to rid themselves
week I flnda he. But eacha time I whether or
fee
a
at the time of the bap- of the foreign substances In the quick
dunno so moocha bout as da lasa time. given
us
some churches there is a est possible manner. Colds make
In
tism.
I tink ees worka two jobs and meana
Is clogged up
sneeze
nose
because
the
Otherdefinite fee for this ceremony.
somatlng else.
fee Is really required
and with mucus and other matter and na
You know two, tree time I geeva look wise no
ture Is trying to clear out the nose
reto
rather
object
many
clergymen
at da baseball game, everybody was
channels after all other methods have
A tactservices.
such
for
any
ceiving
croze een da head for try feegure
failed.
(Copyrlsht.)
do
a
then
Is
to
Inclose
ful
to
thing
heem out. And one guy tella me I
-- 0In an envelope and
am craze een da head because I do crisp bank note
reIt to the clergyman with the
The Chaulmoogra Tree.
no lika da game. But I gotta right hand
he make use of It In some
that
from the chaulmoogra tree of
Seeds
quest
for hava own Idee, so I keepa right one of his
works.
He
the
oil of which forms the basis
good
certainly
India,
on tink he was craze.
could not object to that. The father of a cure for leprosy, have been reI getta preety mad other day when of
the child should attend to this after ceived In the Philippine Islands, where
was too mooeha hot. Every time da
the ceremony.
an attempt will be made to grow the
more
more
I
hot
taka
weatlier getta
(Copyright.)
tree for this purpose.
clothes off. Eet was so hot now I
0
O
almosta gotta look een da mirror for
for
Maps
Stamps.
Paper
Politicians'
The
new
tella for Btire eef I am dressed.
Hartdicap.
of
which
the
Many
republics
of the war are utilAll politicians agree that one ImI meeta one friend other day and he were a
say he was gonna see da baseball izing all kinds of material for their provement could me made lu the hu
game. He aska me eef I wanta go, needs. For example, Latvia prints man body. It ought to lie possible
to eet both ears to the gronnd at
too. I say een da flrsta place I no her stamps on the back of maps.
lika dnt game and other place ees
used for maps Is generally good. once. Chicago News.
too hot. I say I no tink anybody go
see dat game now. But he tella me
was gonna be ten or feefntecn tousand
fans at dat game.
So rlghta queeck I declda ees gooda
I no care
Idee see da baseball.
wheecha one win, but I feegure anyplace weeth ten or feefuteen tousand

FELICIA.

fans was pretty cool.
But when 1 reacha dat ball game

baseline;
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Facts about your name: its history meaning, whence it was
derived, significance, your lucky day and lucky jewel
By MILDRED MARSHALL
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PRICE
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REDUCED

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

Your boy,

cnthat

young rela-

tive oudriend in whom you are
interested, will .be delighted-wit-

Friday.

EvtM--

Publisher.
3uervr); Guadalupe Co.. N. B'lex.

h

the gift of a year's subscription to THE AMERICAN BOY. Make him happy
for a whole, year, and help him
develop?' a taste for clean,
wholcbomcv. reading matter.

buiercil

grwoiid-clui-

A.ril 17tb,

uu

matter

ia

1908,

at

the

Poet-offic- e

at Cuervo, New Mexieo,
under the Act of Congress ol
Mareh. 1879.

In n year's subscription The Atheri
con liny prints cnouh rending mut-tto till 30 books worth $45.

$1.00.
$ .50.
$ .25.

Oneyear
Six months

AmerkmBoy

Three months

.

Bilt .J.if,iziM

"'Ibt hirWU Brlfhutt,
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We stafe

it as

our honest belief

that the tobaccos used

Below is offered a wonderful
chance to get THE AMERICAN BOY for a whole year
in combination with the publication in which this adverClip the
tisement appears.
coupon and mail it TODAY!
Tomorrow you may forget.
Comporrii worth money.. Send it with your order.

Serials' by? Melville Davisson
Post, Ralph D. Paine, William d
Heyliger and Clarence B.
appear in early issues.
There will be scores of short
stories by other famous writers.
Experts edit theodepartments
in the interest of boyhood.
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FINAL PROOF

Kel-lan-

in Chester-

field are of finer quality (and
hence of berter taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Liucett 5c Myers Tobacco Co, '

TKIk

NOTICES
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Delartiiieiil l the Interior V. S. band
Office at Siuitii I'e. ii. in. Oct. 8,
Notice is hereby given that Charles
S. Hall, puuruiiiii ot Anna
t ringer,
of Trementina, N. M.
2O1I1
on Dec.
ho.
made Homestead 1'iiiiy .No. 02'i4Stti,
for wla M, .SK'nc1'!, See. jO, S'iuw'i,
Section 21,
i v1. w'jiff'4,
23
E,
UN,
Kange
Twp.
N. M. P, meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three-yea- r
proof
to establish claim to the land above
Stat
belore United
described,
at Treiueiitiua, N. M.
CumuiinBioner,
Nov. 2i, 1921
Claimant names as witnesses:
Isabel Kncinius, of Trementina, n. m.
Ene pomoceno
I.ucero, Leandro
Khlrada. 11. m. Hiiario Gonialeu.
.,
of Trementina, n. m.
A. M. Bergere
liegihter.

Suwi joor order to the publicities in which this oiler appears.

Kesterfield

(

LIVE LIKE ADAM

M

iobnccos-blendf-

IH AN OLD CABIN

ACROSS

TRAVELS

BOY

dilapidate!.
Ir-cabin In Hie wilil of Fairfield
tXunty, Ohio, a mull and woman,
Karl) of
Viring little more than tli children,-tvtAdam anil Kvc, and
girls. 0 mid 10, I wo Imij h 4 aiul fi,
and tin infant,
The Infant wm flutlx-- In riJs. The
ffTr children wore brceclulotli tniiilc
from remnant of wlnit oner hud beeu
Bmneone'H (Hrltn'irU.
None of the children had ever Keen
nn miluinnblle and trains lire unknown
trf tlicMii by sight or Kotinrt.
Living In the cabin eevornl mile
frtim liny mud nml In a place
family
only hy horiu'lmi-k;- ' till
vi in found .Uy Itev. W. M. Kcklienil of
Of till MMyWUOU Hlllloil Of IIH'IIHll'f;
Bt- - fuiim! tin' I'ubiii while exploring'
tll "wlUN" n the eounty'
TU man and woman explained Unit
Mev moved Into "Timber Valley" two
year ago, found the dekertctl cabin
tooU
mid
possession, 'l ncy iiavn
eiUted. In their way, on the product
of a truck initch. Itiit (lit? crop with
poor this year, mild the mini, it ml U'O
food In eoiiHcipjenco had iHVrV'nnn
tifi nuioh."
lt!.'w"tli f tint II.t ninviHl lntf Timlin
i
It rume Is thf part
VHIloy unci
of Un dtory ns ynt untold.
Hut tin Hi'd Tross Mil enrry food
and rlotlilng to futliet, nmlliflr ami

!

I

tln-l- r

ineeii-sHil-

1

"

o

I

M...

t

f

.1
v

llelnl, nited thirteen, mid his
sister Sylvia, whom he.
never wiw till lie made bl way alone
to Amerlcii. lie chiik1
from
neross a ipiiirtef of Ibo tslolw alone,
Ht
rt K on fool mid slowing uwtiy
nerosi the KiiKllsti channel. Ills
IiikI moved from Minneapolis to
licrlieley, fid., nml 'the Ti uveleia' Aid
Soclctv, IncKi'iK fit m like nn express
puckiiue, bellied the bid over the lasi
IH parents eiune to Anieilea In
let!.
uncle,
l'.H'J, leaving tin bo.v with
lie wns to follow In Ml I, but the wnr
VlehH-

even'yenr-iil-

11

pitr-enl- s

Problem

Present

Excursionists

Which Vexes Seasoned
Swiss Sportsmen.

1111

.

wsr

fioniii

'out.

brolte

Is

The exfrnorillniir.v pout
eHnililnf hi SwIlerlHtid,
utul lh
miiiij the 'Swiss themselves,
iiiiniber ofexcnrslonlsW to the IiIkIk-(ilHluden hnve'Rlven rise to serloii
dllltciiltles, ni'eordlni: td The hmhrn
Pndv NeCfsi ToriVSpoiKleiit at (lenevii.
The huts pliieprl by the Swiss Alpltiw
rhih at iimveiilent stuk'es Mi the
rllnilis, where meinttrrs mny
hy
uiss Hie nlchl, Imve lieon
with
tinrlt vvliii have nothing trt do
are
the elulr,' ind the member
i'o1 enmpluln of the dllllciilly
In nblallilnR shelter
lliey experlem
and reprice before slnrtlin; out on the
eou-- i
most arduous portion or in-i- r
the
iinse. Mnnf of tlmst wb
hnt1iHve no Intention of eolntt further
nsjfor iit a re, school pn riles and
the ikf and tlie hehnvlor of' the
hivelille element U not nlwnys
restful slumber.
Tijnrlsn who can do o avoid
aiol Simda.vs for tln1r esciirslons,
It Is then tbnt the "cabin crush" l
at It' womt, but to many huna llile
tfccKe aee the only liny h
llhle and the Alpine club Is givlTK
die matter nerlou. iitlentlon. Some of
the ilu(tirestloiis (mt fnrViiril are: To
reserve the hilts at weekends
for the members of the club;
to have a F'ctlon of nidi lint alwiiy"
mul to forbid
reserved for their
the sale of alcoholic bmemnoK. which
Httreet

IN

BELIEVES

WOMAN

SIGNS

i

1

piiu-elp-

List Diamond at Lail Undr
a
Clover.
restileiila clll'lm"' Hint
Alnliorit
Min. M libel I'ltzcernld is the acme of
persKii'iicy. It nil ciune nhoitt, they
say, thri'iigli Mrs. Kltzgcruld's recovery
of
three quarter Unrnl illiunoiid one
evetiilii,' lifter pinnping the cistern nt
combine
phietlenMy
her home nml
every blmle of i'ris In the Kitzgerulrl

Found

Four-Lea-

until the

'

eon-dud-

ti

Siitnr-iln.v-

evlu-Hlvel-

-

u-

s

n

f

yard.
t
:it 11 family repti,. strte Mi-- i
union one Siiio!o, bat. In order not
f(! imci Mere with' the dny's letebrntion. soiirch for riic iii.huoiio was jiom-polie-
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ncl

j
I

I

,

I tti.'itk in ibii"

j dic.it.

.scriplaini to I
iMreil, Hiid for
Con H
po-filn-
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el
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Other1 forms of entertainment
are much to lie preterm!' lor
many reasons.--

the State Hoard or even to the
per-stiad-

(

I'cr i"ent

-

districts

of

,

l.ir.
"ill'
I:
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Brcke Wife'i R.bs With Hufl.
Amlivw I. Mi.hli, of l.os Anjole.
Cat

ttt-

li:

wife. N'tmey, so

hnnl

that be breio two of her libs, accord
co'urt.
Ui'i t
testimony

KK-ST-

vVlTH KACii

AND

INDIVIDUAL

VOL

liVKHY
Let us act at once ami thoie
our
hy jrove our respect for
KR.

look . . . medicine, yet 1
didn't get any better. I
was constipated and very
weak, getting worse and
worse. lsentforCardu!."

Entry No. 04123.1, lor

Loti

3 & 4;

R. j3 K.

eueV.

sw'Anw'i Sec.
and hi 'ii.w

h

1

Sec.

13,

N.

Twp.

5,

Range 21 E,
liled
N. M. I. meridian has
notice of intention to make three year
piool to establish claim to the land
above described, before I . S.Committ-ione- r
at Cuervo, n. iu. on Nov. il,
Township

TAKE

"I found

Q

Thought Steel King Didn't Know
Rones, and Got $5 Tip.
cheelt
ciil'eterhi
breakfast
The
amounted to ,"n cents, and the. big
ui,i who bad consumed that amount
bill on tin table as he made his
left
way towards the counter to pay the
sum punched out of the slip.
"These I'niiiners don't (jet the comhiiuition," murmured the waitress to
Mnntller
waitress nearby and she
hurricii nfter him.
"Mister," cxyluined the pursuing
waitress, Itrylng a detaining flliger-'nthe mini's 'sleeve, "you've got to pay
The slip tells how
ut the counter.
much.", Shi' poked the hill at him.
"Yes, I know," replied the man.
"That,"
coutlnniiiK to the counter.
ludb ntln the bill, "is for you."
The furrlner was t'bnrles M. SehwHb,
a tittle late on his way lo the unemployment conference1 In Wnshinjrlon.
"It's a five." confided the waitress to
the cashier nt the pay counter.
11

-'

time.

any
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V'H?.-gern-

believe a careful
investigation would show that a
majority of the patents of this
would prefer that
community
t'lere be no dancing among school
school house at
children at

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
f the
lnlerior I t S.
Department
Laud Odice at Santa Fe n. in. Oct. 8, il
Notice h I ereby given that Oscar F,
who
ou
Teairl of Garita, N. M.
Jan. 121), 190, made Addl. Homestead

N,

1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
IIjII, Stewart iloas, Greigo Gonzalez, (icoige "Crie(io, all ol GariU,

R. I).
n,

111.

10--

1

A. Al. Bergere Register.

The Woman's Tonic

'

We sincerely

IMI-2- I

10--

111

sins."

t

lo

v

nirth

bulieve

'i

In Year.
Wage Drop 31 Per Cent
Governor, highest Kxecutm offiLabor ipieM uuilialres sent to 'J(K5
cer ot the w;tate, H'ut wi ate
In 'hii'au'o sliow jut
buslines tioii'-ecent.
.'II..
tcr
The
thht it will not be necesiloereases nf
same method disclosed tbnt pay rolls
to go beyond liur local Hoard
In llie'sur-rit- ii sity
11

in

ua

I

In Hie

languid !y,

lueAh'ti pnym' fo'

and

,

cistern' v ti nuiiipi'il anil every
Should tincli unanimous action
lenf 'ind 'particle ol dirt wns thoron
the part of the electoiale fail
of
the
oughly .silted, but mi trace
to secuie a correction ol this evil
diamond nits found.
Then Mr. I'l.ucrald brought her thcro in still
possible an appeal
favorite comb into action. It did the
made
directly to the Ouunty
W'l'l..
.lost 11s she wns about to halt the Board of Educition. If necessary
se.ireh for the day. Mrs. I'lt.gernld it is
possible to cany tlie appeal
found the ohjoct of her sivirch resting
above
the Couniy Hoard directly
clover.
leaf
a
four
beneiith

lenl

VYIi'-i-

day,

of water

drnp

D

wrung

Th" first Tommy wns ruddy of
complexion, with a huge tolli of
immediate correction ot tins evil.
be'ird bf the hue kti'iwax Huhurn.
As servants of the people, hold- The second wns smooth nliiiven.
n an bonoiuble position of 'trust. ,
g
..j ttster have a
.. .1 u..,.,-.
.1 . . ; .,
ml
u
liy jniiilHv cumuo. auu nnum
beard like that till I saw myself
perform tho duties ol their office in the glass. Then 1 cut it offa'1
taiihfullv and well, our School
Hut the licauled man was not
Directors will undoubtedly be
disinnyed.
guided liy a unanimous request of
Much better 'ave left it on,
the community electorale. The.
mate," he return, n g ntiy.
responsibility therein lies primar- UHter have a faca lile yours till
ily with the voters of tin) commuThen 1
I Ha
it in the glass.
nity, Lei every individual voter of
"
beard.
this
growed
'lie Cuervo School Community
Talki-abouyour nice disposit
includitig'those of the two" dis .
tricis consolidated with Cuervo ion we nave a man in iour iowii
Imtrtct NV 6,,!addreis a lttu r of who rentes early rather iImii keep
protest bver bl9 sinatur to the the bed bugs wailing for nupper.
Board of Directors, care of T. L.
Blessed (ire tliey who expect
We feel
Lewis. Clerk, Cuervo.
nothing for they shall not lie
sure such action will result in an
immediate abolishment of such
THOUGHT SCHWAB FURRINER
improper use of the school build-i'l.

HUTS

ALPINE

,"

Not Well

you all know it's

Con-zale-

"After the birth of my
baby 1 had a back-setwrites Mrs. Mattie Cross-whit- e,
of Glade Spri.'.g,
Va.
"1 was very ill;
thought 1 was going to
die. I was so weak 1
couldn't raise my head to
get a drink of water. I

who is

However we believe an appeal
to our school Directors by amn jor
iiy of the leadiug citizens ol thin
community would be met witli an

re

OVERTAKES

.'Don't

n--

Was
Very
Weak

par-stio-

j

CLIMBING BOOM

POST-W- AR

All Was

$2 00

WE

President of' the to shoot naps?" piped the preachby the er as be discovered a portion of
Board,
appointed
County
district judge. The County School hi
'cotinregaiiou
pursuing the
(Superintendent is, as everyone Goddess of chance.
knows, elected by the people.
'Yas, sub," admitted one

i-

....

1

D

In fie hrotiglit to
town, whom tln rlilldrcn run I'uivc
nutn-mnbll- o
proper care, nn educiillon, stf ntl
toot
train.
of
hour
the
the
iind

thiv

ptr

rights as free citizens
on
of the Greatest Drtnocrncy
earth.
The Monday Afternoon Club.

intendent

vvlii-nc-

Tlii-t- i

only;'
year.

God-give-

d

from ihi) County Board, the mem-ber-of which are with the excep..
lion of the County School Super-

'

till- - j nllliKNtcrs.

Both for.

,

Pat wan passing a graveyard one
and read on a tombstone,
the following: The Directors ehitll day
1 still live."
"
hiiv the care and keeping of the
"Be jabbers," said Pat, "if I
Htiliool buone, and oiher property
wan dead sure I'down up 10 it."
therein or attached thereto, no
school house or building ahull tie
Old Time Facts
tiHed for any purposes other than
named
A eertain vounir man
those which ratty be prescribed by
M (Girth,
the'JCounty Board of Education,
Was born on the day of his birth,
Undi r Article 5, Section 2, we Hi married they Hay
find the same ruling. Our ejehool On his wite'n wdding dav,
Directors an trustees of our school And he died on his last day on
building are subject to orders
earth.

In a

(nunc!

Big Wfcmbers)

Continued From Page One.)
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QUARTER OF GLOBE ALONE

The; were

2

The Cuervo Clipper $1.00

CIGARETTES
of Turkish and Domestic

Ahverivan Bov

Th

Landlady Held Babies for Rent Bill.
frank A, Hermit of Chieniro. a street
enr conductor, fold the police bis two
baby boys were beltij; held by Mrs. .loh
CHI 11s security for his rent. Tlie police uiive him a warrant Tor the arrest
of Mm. Clll.
Paid for Gas Used In Suicide.
I'.efore William Larson, fifty fiv
w.iis old. of ('hleui.'ireiiied Ills life In
wrote a
t'.j- imtbiooni of bis boniehe
iioie lelllii- -' of his net and tletpos'ited 45
cents beside it lo pay for the gas he
tisj'd in cniiimittiiii; suicide. .

after one bot-

tle of Cardui

was

1

...

God-sen-

4

im-

proving," adds Mrs.
Crosswhlte.
"Six bot
I
tles of Cardui and
was cured, yes, I can say
d
to
they were a
would
me., I believe
have died, had it not been"
for Cardui." Cardui has
been found beneficial in
many thousands of ather
cases of womanly troubles. If you feel Uie need
of a good, strengthening tonic, why not try
Cardui ? It may be just
what you need.
1

U
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NOTICC K)lt PCHL1CATION
Department of the Interior, U,S Land
Ollice al Tucumcari, N. M.Oct, i, V)il
that
ia lierebv
Notice
given
.Francisco Vigil, of Newkirk, N. M
wli ,
on
August 291916
AddT. Homestead
made
Fntry,
and
No. 02UUlq. for
elsneli; swVineVi
nw'iseVt Sec. 5,
Ttownship 10 N,
i5 E, N. M. P. Meridian
Range
bus tiled notice of intention
to maka
final three
year proof, to establish
claim to land above described, befur
U. S.

Commi.-ftionii-r,

at Cuervo,

on Nor. 16, I9U
names us wilrnsoeB:

i.,M.

C.l.uiiianl

Doroteo
Manuel Viail. l't'ilro Ortia,
Vigil, Santiago Vigil, all of Newkirk
N.
1.

IV'.,

J. Hriscoe

Kegiuter,
11
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STUNTS

An;

DAUNT

1

PASSENGER

Obliges When Asked to Dis
play His Skill.
Airplane passengers sometimes bo-came too cutitiili'iit. remarks
(he
London Pnily News, aviation correspondent, referring to the following tulo
reaching bhn from the Continent:
A pussenuor was flying from I!er!!n
THRIVE
THERE to Amsterdam en route for London,
LOBSTERS
the pilot being one of our best airmen.
Those Imported From Jersey Coast As the passenger I.ad flown many
times before, he thought he would lik
to Puget Sound Do Well.
Lobsters, eighteen inches long, are to stunt, and requested the pilot to
lilm what he could do.
being tuken from the water ut show
As
result, the nlrplnne climbed
Qullcene, Wush., In a 'newly Invented
nt'tll the nir became almost, ton thin
gill net.
four years ago f00 young lobsters to breathe mul then descended to a
from the New Jersey coast were lower atmosphere In a succession ot
stunts imaginable,
transplanted on Hood's omul, an arm the most appalling
the machine being made to do every
of I'uget ' sounil, as nn experiment.
The temiw'i'utiire of the water here possible th'iic that any airplane bad
averages ten deijries colder than ever achieved.
This proved too much for the passen
tbnt of the Atlantic, but the lobsters
ger, mid on arrival at Afnsterdam ho
have thrived and Increased.
Nets tire set at Intervals along trie cancelled tlie rest of the (light to Lon
shore to ascertain just bow pro'tfle don and traveled by boat and tra'n.
have been. Kastern He lin. Ii'nvever, since "recovered, and
these shell-fisbus taken to file air once more.
oysters planted in l'ngot sound sev
eral years ago have increased tnwil
Will Remain Single to Inherit Farm.
the home product supplies the Northwest markets.
Miss l.tilil Clark, of Sewnrd, III.. Is
willing 'to remain silicic until she is
Cow Derails Train.
HO.
the gift of a
yertrs oM. to
A Missouri Pacific passenger train
farm in Iow a from an elderly
Wns derailed near Lhnoro. Ark., when
friend who ilesires 10 make her a pres.
the englm' struck a cow mul tlnvu Hie cut. This was the oonditien be mad
nnlinal against a switch stand, the lm- - and .sin
accepted It. Miss Clark il
pact opening the switch sufficiently to about '.'0 years old.
derail the first nine cars. Several
were Injured,
Pilot

Druggists

f

liiO-ncr-

rs

